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The ghost of A1 Capone stalks the Chicago 
streets still, as the Angels discovered when 
their equipment trudt (with equipment 
inside) was stolen from the car park at 
Chicago’s Holiday Inn on the morning of 
28th April. The truck had been driven 
overni^t from Detroit where the Angels 
had been doing a date with Cheap Trick and 
got into Chicago around 4 a.m. Around 
6 a.m. another truck pulled into the Holiday 
Inn car park and parked such that the 
Angels truck was shielded from the view of 
the security guard on duty. When the truck 
pulled away a' short time later, the Angels 
truck was gone.
This is not the first time that equipment 
has been snitched in Chicago recently. Iggy 
Pop, Sniff and the Tears and Patti Smith 
have all suffered at the hands of the gang 
this year. Offers of equipment came from all 
directions once news of the heist broke. Rick 
Nielson from Cheap Trick lent the Brewster 
brothers a couple of guitars for the rest of 
the tour, Styx rallied round with offers of̂  
equipment, Ludwig offered a drum kit and \ 
music stores throughout the Chicago area 
offer the Angels the pick of their stores.
Total value of the equipment stolen was 
$80,000, and although it was all insured, the 
chances of replacing things like guitars are 
slintL
Apart from this unpleasant incident the 
Angels have been going down a storm, 
getting encores everywhere, selling out four 
shows at L.A.’s Whiskey-Au-Go-Go, and 
upstaging the bands who they are sup­
posedly ‘supporting’. Face to Face has 
entered all three national Top 200 charts.
Trouble in the battle-scarred Sports 
camp. Singer Steve Cummings and 
drummer Ian McLennan had a tussle off­
stage at the Royal Antler Hotel in Sydney 
after McLennan declined to return to the 
stage for an encore. McLennan has been 
suffering from hepatitis throughout the 
Sporting True Colours tour and his playing 
has been suffering as a result. This has led 
to a build up of tensions within the band 
which all came to a head at the Royal An­
tler.
McLennan did eventually return to the 
stage but half way through the first song 
ripped into his drumkit and trashed it.
It seems that McLennan and the Sports 
have decided mutually to part ways and 
Sports are looking for a new sticksman. 
ITiere is some urgency about the matter too 
as the band are due into the studio in 
Melbourne soon to record the follow up to 
Suddenly.
With the F-F-Falcon Fanatic Frolic 
having come to a flitting finale at the Tivoli 
Hotel in Adelaide on May 4th (with the 
Falcons playing six encores to a wildly 
cheering crowd) the way is clear for Jo Jo 
Zep to piss off and conquer the world this 
winter. The European leg of the tour is 
having to be rearranged as Elvis Costello 
has decided that he isn’t going to tour at all 
this year (the Falcons were set to support 
the bespectacled one on his U.K. tour.) The 
Falcons will now be playing selected club 
dates in the U.K. and a pop festival in 
Amsterdam instead. The U.S. tour with the 
Eagles is still a goer however.
Everyone’s favourite little Numanoid, 
Gary Numan will be here late in May and as 
well as bringing robots, spinning pyramids 
and enough lighting to illuminate a black 
hole, he’s bringing his mum (to do his 
makeup) and his dad (to manage the tour.)
Just goes to show that behind every ice 
warrior...
Other tourists confirmed: Boomtown Rats 
(M a y /J u n e), Chieftains (M ay), John 
Mayall (M ay/June). Rumottf^;^: Clash 
(August), Steve Forbert (Septem ber), 
Willie Nelson (October), The Cure (Sep­
tember, Magazine (September).
Joe Strummer from the Clash reportedly 
EXTREMELY PISSED OFF with C.B.S. in 
the U.K. after that company’s failure to 
release Bankrobber as the next Clash single. 
The soi^ is on the flip of the band’s latest 
Australian release Train in Vain. Clash 
sessions in New York have turned into 
rhythm tracks for a new album.
Also recording in New York, Gary Numan 
lookalike David Bowie. As well as ‘regulars’ 
Alomar, Muir and Davis the resulting album 
will feature E. St. Band ivoryperson Roy 
Bittan and Blondie keyboardperson Jimmy 
Destri, not to mention ex-T.V. star Tom 
Verlaine. Toni Visconti, who produced a lot 
of Bowie’s early seventies work (including 
Ziggy Stardust) is coproducing with Bowie 
himself. Wot, no Fripp or Eno, you ask? 
Well El Frippo has his new albuih God Save 
The Queen /  Under Heavy Manners coming 
out in Australia real soon (it’s just been 
released in the U.K. to rather bemused 
reviews) and E no.. .well, who knows?
And while we’re talking about people 
recording in New York, tiie fifth Bruce 
Springsteen L.P. is now a year overdue...
Bram Tchiakovsky had to change the 
name of his new album The Russians Are 
Coming to Pressure in the United States, 
Wonder why?
Adelaide outfit Fat Lip, whose lead singer 
Allan Fryer was hotly tipped to replace Bon 
Scott in AC/ DC before the announcement 
that ex-(Jeordie singer, Brian Johnstone had 
got the job, will be recording with Harry 
Vanda and George Young at Sydney’s 
Albert’s Studios during their up and coming 
national tour. The band will trek through 
S.A., Victoria, N.S.W. and Queensland in a 
tour lasting three months.
Terminal Twist, who left Adelaide for 
Sydney late last year, have decided to call it 
a day, as have Darlinghurst Darlings, the 
Popular Mechanics.
According to sources close to the band the 
flipside of the new Mental As Anything 
single. Come Around, called enigmatically 
DClO. was conceived and recorded under 
the influence of Mullumbimby magic 
mushrooms at the Music Farm Studios in 
Nortoem N.S.W. City dweller and oc­
casional lead singer, Martin Plaza, said of 
the Music Farm, ‘It’s so boring up there’. 
And fellow Mental Greedy Smith said the 
only way the band retained their sanity (I 
didn’t know they had any — Ed.) was by 
indulging in all-night table tennis 
marathons.
Strangler Hugh Cornwall, jailed for 
possession of drugs, is out of the clink after 
receiving full remission for being a good 
chap, and started two weeks of rehearsals 
with the band in preparation to recording 
the follow up to ‘The Raven’, which will be 
recorded in Paris and Munich. No truth 4;o 
the rumour that the next album will feature 
an extended disco version of I Fought The 
Law (and the law won. ..)
BobMarley set to play his first U.K. dates 
for three years at a big open air concert to 
be held at London’s Crystal Palace Bowl on 
June 7th. Support acts will include Joe
Jackson, the Average White Band and hot 
R’n’B outfit the Q-Tips. Marley was special 
guest at the Zimbabwe Independence 
celete*ations last month.
Australia not the only country to have a 
visit by Yankee megaband Kiss postponed. 
The band’s British tour, originally set down 
for late June has been put back at least two 
months, in order for the band to complete 
recording of their sixteenth album Kiss 
Unmasked. The last rumour about Kiss in 
Australia had them appearing here in Oc­
tober. Will the Kiss Army be disappointed 
again? This is the question on everyone’s 
tongue... (Groan — Ed.)
Rocky Burnette, who may be tired of 
toeing the line, but surely can’t be tired of 
seeing his single of the same name, 
er . . .um. . .  roaring up the charts (that’s 
r i^ t, mate!) has a pretty impressive 
pedigree. Rocky is the son of the late great 
Johnny Burnette and the story goes that on 
the night of his birth, 12th June 1953, his old 
man was playing at the Cotton Club in 
Memphis with his uncle, Dorsey Burnette, 
who himself had become a father just three 
weeks previously. Rocky was christened 
Jonathon Rocky Burnette and Dorsey’s son, 
Rocky’s cousin, was christened Billy. The 
two dads, being pretty stoked about d l  this 
baby business, decided to call their music 
after their two sons and thus Rocky-A-Billy 
or Rockabilly music was named. Brings a 
lump to your throat, don’t it?
Joe Jackson the latest victim of street, 
well toilet really, violence in England’s 
green and pleasant etc. Apparently Joe was 
set upon by a couple of lamebrains in the 
toilets of London rock venue, Dingwalls, and 
despite cuts and bruises will be setting off on 
a European tour in the very near future.
Canberra outfit, Dull Events, are 
promoting what they are calling the biggest 
giveaway concert toe country has seen to 
date. Lucky punters who attend the event, 
called ‘Canberra Calling’, at the A.N.U. 
Refectory on Saturday May 24th will, in 
addition to seeing the Naturals, Young 
Docteurs, No Concept and Quintrex Bop, 
receive a four track E.P. of toe bands 
playing. The blurb goes thus: “Instead of 
dominating and half killing live music, here 
are recordings actually supporting live 
music. Neat huh? No more need records be 
an anti-social act.”
The Australian Record Industry 
Association is very concerned about the 
possible implementation of the Federal 
(Government’s Copyright Tribunal Report. 
The Report recommends that toe royalty 
paid by Australian Record Manufacturers to 
music publishers be increased by 35 per 
cent, which would give Australia toe second 
highest royalty rate in the world. ARIA is 
concerned that the increased rate will force 
up the price of records and hit record sales, 
indirectly hitting toe composers that the 
increase is designed to benefit, as well as 
(Mrectly hitting the record buyer.
Eiqiect Joe Camilleri’s Mighty Records in 
your discerning record shop soon. Joe’s 
fronted all the moola himself and there are 
only 1(X)0 copies of each. So help a poor, 
struggling Maltese muso (who hasn’t even 
got a passport to get to America to support 
the Eagles) and check out the goodies from 
Ross Hannaford, Gulliver Smith, The 
Honeyboys, Joey Vincent and the mystery 
ockerbilly single.
Peter Criss has left Kiss. The hot tip 
around Adelaide is that Dagoes drummer 
Turk Nancarrow is in line for the pussycat’s 
makeup. Will this lead to the break-up of the 
just rrformed Dagoes on the even of their 
debut single release? Watch this space. 
Turk is v. keen to join toe band as they 
reportedly make $117 million a year.
Delay in Flowers single I Can’t Help 
Myself due to the fact that it will be a 10 inch 
maxi single and Festival Records had to fly 
in a 10 inch pressing die from Sweden to do 
it. Flipside features an ‘ex­
tended /  definitely not disco’ version of ‘I 
Can’t Help Myself’ PLUS ‘Send Somebody’. 
Virgin Records in the U.K. very interested 
in toe band too. Virgin sniffing Flowers? 
Mnunmm.
Hold up with new Stones album Emotional 
Rescue due to problems with lavish 
packaging.
Perth based bootleg record outfit Toad 
Hall Rare Records, was closed down last 
month & its proprietor Charles O’HallOran 
fined $200 under the Copyright Act (the 
maximum fine allowed)(  ̂ All of Toad Hall’s 
stock, valued at $116,000, was ordered to be 
destroyed. Police estimate that the business 
gross^  over $1 million last year.
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r r L I GOT YOU 
Split Enz
2. 2 BRASS IN POCKET 
Pretenders
3. 3 ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL 
PT.II .
Pink Floyd
4. 5 ROCK LOBSTER 
B-52’s
5. 4 SPACE INVADERS «
Player One
6. -  TIRED OF TOEIN’ THE LINE 
Rocky Burnette
7. 11 FLY TOO HIGH  
Janis Ian
8. 6 CRAZY LITTLE THING CALLED 
Queen
9. 13 PEOPLE 
Mi-Sex
10. 12 TOTAL CONTROL 
Motels
11. 1 6 SAME OLD GIRL 
Darryl Cotton
12. 7 ROCK WITH YOU 
Michael Jackson
13. 8 HE’S MY NUMBER ONE 
Christie Allen
14. 2 0 ATOMIC 
Blondie
15. 19 ROCKABILLY REBEL 
Major Matchbox
16. 10 DAY TRIP TO BANGOR 
Fiddler’s Dram
17. 9  COWARD OF THE COUNTY 
Kenny Rogers
18. -  NO SECRETS 
An^ols
19. -  WITH YOU I’M BORN AGAIN . 
Billy Preston & Syreeta
20. 15 LOCOMOTION 
Ritz
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1. 1 TRUE COLOURS 
Split Enz
2. 2 THE WALL 
Pink Floyd
I 3. 3 GREATEST HITS
K.C. & The Sunshine Band
4. 6 GLASS HOUSES 
Billy Joel
5. 5 THE ROSE 
Soundtrack
6. 4  OFF THE WALL 
Michael Jackson
I 7. 7 B-52’s 
I B-52’s
8. 9 AGAINST THE WIND  
Bob Seger
9. 10 THE PRETENDERS 
The Pretenders
10. -  STARDUST 
Willie Nelson
11. 11 NIGHT RAINS,
Janis Ian
12.. 8 REGATTA DE BLANC 
Police
13. 12 SKY .
Sky .
14. 15 DAMN THE TORPEDOES 
Tom Petty
15. 13 MAD LO VE- 
Linda Ronstadt
16. 19 THE MOTELS 
The Motels
17. -  MIDDLE MAN 
Billy Joel
18. 14 DESTINY 
The Jacksons
19. -  CALM BEFORE THE STORM 
Jon English.
20. 2 0 SUDDENLY 
The Sports
1. 8 CALL ME 
Blondie
2. 4  KING%FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
UB40
3. 3 WORKING MY WAY BACK TO YOU 
Detroit Spinners
2 SEXY EYES 
Dr. Hook
5. 13 SILVER DREAM RACER 
David Essex
6. 1 DANCE YOURSELF DIZZY 
Liquid Gold
7. 7 TALK OF THE TOWN 
Pretenders
8. 6 GOING UNDERGROUND  
Jam
9. 5 NIGHT BOAT TO CAIRO 
Madness '
10. 27GENO  
Dexy’s Midnight Runners
11. 9 JANUARY FEBRUARY 
Barbara Dickson
12. 10 POISON IVY 
Lambrettes
13. -  TOCCATA 
Sky
14. 17 DON’T PUSH IT FORCE IT 
Leon Haywood
15. 12 TURN IT ON AGAIN 
Genesis
16. 23KOOL IN THE KAFTAN 
B. A. Robertson
17. 11 STOMP 
Brothers Johnson
18. 26 CHECK OUT THE GROOVE 
Bobby Thurston
19. 1 4 TURNING JAPANESE
m i l  Vapors
l l U j  20. 16 LIVING AFTER MIDNIGHT
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1 GREATEST HITS 
Rose Royce
2. 3 TWELVE GOLD BARS
Status Quo
3. 2 DUKE
Genesis
4. -  BRITISH STEEL 
Judas Priest
5. 9 THE MAGIC OF BONEY M
Boney M
6. 5 REGATTA DE BLANC
Police
7. 15 BARBARA DICKSON ALBUM
Barbara Dickson
8. 16 WHEELS OF STEEL
Saxon
9. 4 TEARS AND LAUGHTER
Johnny Mathis
10. 6 STAR TRACKS
Various
11. -  BOBBY VEE SINGLES ALBUM
Bobby Vee
12. 11 GLASS HOUSES 
, Billy Joel
13. 14 ONE STEP BEYOND
Madness
14. 28 COUNTRY NUMBER ONE
Don Gibson
15. 10 TELL ME ON A SUNDAY
Marti Webb
16. 26 FACADES
Sad Cafe
17. -  OUTLANDOS D’AMOUR
Police
18. -  SKY
Sky
19. 7 HEARTBREAKERS
Matt Monro
20. 17 WOMEN AND CHILDREN FIRST
Van Halen
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1. 1 CALL ME^
Blondie
2. 2 ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL
Pink Floyd
3. 3 RIDE LIKE THE W IND
Christopher Cross 
4. 5 LOST IN LOVE 
Air Supply
5. 8  WITH YOU I’M BORN AGAIN
Billy Preston & Syreeta
6. 9 FIRE LAKE
Bob Seger
7. 7 SPECIAL LADY
Ray, Goodman & Brown
8. 4 WORKING MY WAY BACK TO YOU
Detroit Spinners 
10 I CAN’T TELL YOU WHY 
Eagles
10. 13 SEXY EYES
Dr. Hook
11. H O F F  THE WALL
Michael Jackson
12. 14 YOU MAY BE RIGHT
Bill Joel
13. 20 DON’T FALL IN LOVE WITH A
DREAMER 
Kenny Rogers
14. 6 CRAZY LITTLE THING CALLED
LOVE
Queen
15. 17 PILOT OF THE AIRWAVES
Charlie Dore
18. 18 HOLD ON TO MY LOVE 
Jimmy Ruffin
17. 12 TOO HOT
Kool & The Gang
18. 15 HOW DO I MAKE YOU
Linda Ronstadt
19. 24 STOMP
Brothers Johnson
20. -  BREAKDOWN DEAD AHEAD
BOZ S c a g g S
1. 1 THE WALL
Pink Floyd
2. 2 AGAINST THE W IND H
Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band
3. 3 GLASS HOUSES
Billy Joel
4. 4  MAD LOVE
Linda Ronstadt
5. 5 OFF THE WALL
Michael Jackson
6. 24 WOMEN AND CHILDREN FIRST
Van Halen
7. 9 DEPARTURE
Journey
8. 8  LIGHT UP THE NIGHT
Brothers Johnson
9. 6 THE WHISPERS
The Whispers
10. 29 GO ALL THE WAY
Isley Brothers
11. 11 AMERICAN GIGOLO
Original Soundtrack
12. 10 THE LONG RUN
The Eagles
14. 15 CHRISTOPHER CROSS
Christopher Cross
15. 7 DAMN THE TORPEDOES
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
16. 12 PHOENIX
Dan Fogelberg
17. -  MIDDLE MAN
Boz Scaggs
18. 13BEBE LE STRANGE
Heart
19. 17 LOVE STINKS
The J. Geils Band
20. 20 pretenders
-Pretenders
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ROADRUNNER 4
The last two weeks in England have 
been warm and sunny and it promises 
to be a long hot summer. The last two 
weeks in England have seen The 
Jam’s Going Underground single per­
ched at No. 1 in the charts, having 
come from nowhere like the proverbial 
rocket straight to the top of the charts 
on the first week of release. It’s the 
first time in, oh, God or T. Rex or The 
Beatles-knows-how-long that a single 
has gone straight to No. 1 in the 
charts, and those are facts and figures 
worthy at the very least of The Jam’s 
significance and influence on the 
English music scene. And, before we 
move away from these last two weeks 
of idylic English Springtime, it ’s worth 
noting that the period, particularly the 
Easter period, has also seen teenage 
gangs of Mods, punks, skinheads and 
the like, in various stages of rioting 
across the country (the worst took 
place in usually timid Bristol).
business on private small labels (the Fall, Joy 
Division). Others like Public Image Ltd are 
wrestling w ith the b i^ e r  companies with ob­
durate courses of their own. The trend for the 
worthwhile, aware and most valuable bands on 
the English music scene has been to fight the 
system from the outside.
The Jam, however, being with Polydor, are 
still right in the heart of what John Rotten or 
Mark Smith of the Fall see as the exploitive, 
doomed music business machine. And they're 
doing well, in effect more than well, having 
seemingly achieved a uniquely powerful posi­
tion of status, matched by a subversive insight 
inherited from Punk. Perhaps now you ap­
preciate how unusual a No. 1 record Going 
Underground really is.
panies with an eye for an easy, safe marketing 
device. Mod became a cruel, silly parody of 
Punk and the Jam and Weller unwittingly 
became the focal-point for Mod idolatry. The 
pretend-revolution, spewing out crass singles 
and albums by crass, bandwagoning groups, 
needed some kind of leader and it unanimously 
chose the thin and superficially Mod-ish looking 
figure of Paul Weller.
Do you feel outside the music business? "I 
suppose it ’s double think, but I do feel outside 
it, and that s the way you keep control
The social troubles, which do seem par­
ticularly serious and by no means run-of-the- 
mill or basically unconnected, therefore provide 
an interesting and frightening backcloth to the 
overwhelming success of Going Underground. 
Picture the social unrest and then think of the 
record most popular in the country — a typical­
ly fiery and abrasive Jam war-cry, a record that 
nestles in the British charts right there above 
the conventional bland and bearey-eyed 
sounds, a white-heat Paul Weller song that 
kicks furiously and irrepressably against the ills 
of British society as twenty-two-year-old Weller 
sees them, firing forth from every tiny radio 
across the country, an honest and angry youth 
polemic.
As we’ve seen, the roots of the Jam lie in 
Punk and those thrusting days of four years 
ago. The band’s firs t single. In The City was a 
typical punk masterpiece of ravaged im-^ 
aginativeness and wreckless opportunism. It 
kicked and roared and knocked you irreverent­
ly off your feet and you played it loud and 
endlessly. Likewise the first album under the 
same title, which was perfunctorily slammed by 
the lost critics for being too rough (which it was, 
thank God), but was really a marvellous, 
sweat! ng-like-a-pig-in-front-of-your-speakers 
experience.
Weller didn’t like it, but he didn’t spurn it out 
of hand, preferring to keep a low profile. 
Whatever, the Mod ‘thing’ has died a death 
musically, though even last week, when the 
Jam were playing two concerts at London’s 
Rainbow Theatre, much of the audience was 
made up of the frightened, flea-like figures of 
Mods with parkas and a semblance of tidiness 
and cleannes about the ir persons which seems 
terrib ly safe and contrived and transient (even 
as rock fashions go).
He talks about his current No. 1 record: “ I 
suppose it ’s more of a wish that I could ‘go 
underground’. It stems from an idea I had that, 
if you could destroy everything about yourself, 
your birth certificate and everything else, and 
totally disappear and be outside society. 
Because I don’t like this society at all even 
though I help towards it
The second album. This is The Modern World 
was an important release both for the Jam and 
the wider English Punk scene. Simply the Jam 
had realised the need to move away from 
Punk’s three-chord bash format, which was fast 
becoming a constricting cliche, one which less 
than subversive acts had already latched onto 
and mined profitably .The album was critically 
torn apart for this slight, visionary sophistica­
tion: Paul Weller, with uncharacteristic im­
modesty, lashed out that they were all wrong 
and he’d been unfairly treated by the critics 
and that in time This Is The Modern World W\W be 
seen as an important album (he has been prov­
ed right).
At half three in the afternoon, as the Jam’s 
Rick Buckler (drums), Bruce Foxton (bass) and 
Paul Weller (guitars, vocals) drive up to sound- 
check, a small band of these playful figures had 
already congregated. The group signed 
autographs and ensured that the posse of kids 
could get in to see the sound-check, a nice 
but sadly dying touch of Punk’s old at­
tachments, when barriers between audience 
and group were consciously pulled down. No 
Rock Stars. No Elvis or the Rolling Stones. And 
now, with the exception of the Jam and the 
brilliant small label bands, these small details 
that mean so much are disappearing once 
again.
Help towards it? "We’re all constantly 
perpetuating it, aren’t we? But that doesn’t 
mean to say you like it. Like it says in Orwell’s 
Down And Out In Paris and London , when you’re 
totally on the breadline, in total poverty, then 
you’re outside of the law, outside of socie­
ty ’’ ^
Despite his lashings of success and fame, 
Paul Weller is a shy, nervous twenty-two-year- 
old. Sometimes he looks like a hunted animal, 
sometimes he’s mistaken as brusque when he’s 
just being bashful or wilfull. His father John 
Weller manages the band’s affairs. Paul has 
been going steady with his girl-friend Jill for two 
or three years, and he’s a happy though sear­
ching recluse, distrustful of music biz machina­
tions and cynical of music biz people, those 
wonderful people.
"What you see is what you get, you've made 
your bed you'd better He in it/You chose your 
leaders and place your trust/As their lies wash 
you down and their promises rust/You'll see 
kidney machines replaced by rockets and 
guns/And the public wants what the public 
gets/But / don't get what this society 
wants***Tm going underground***”
No wonder many of the fainter hearted 
English dee-jays sound a little  anxious and 
apologetic before playing Paul Weller’s song! It 
IS fierce and vitriolic, but i t ’s typical of The Jam 
and a credit to how they’ve retained the ex­
plosive energy of their Punk days, when they 
were one of the original new-wave bands 
(arguably the most taught and explosive then 
too), and have emerged from those days 
aesthetically and financially better off than 
their peers. The success of Going Underground 
is a peak in a series of neverending Jam peaks. 
The critics await the first duff Jam single, and it 
never comes.
Simply put, over the last two years the Jam 
have established themselves as the newest in a 
line of great (as in Great) English rock bands, 
following the same influential and creative 
peaks of the Kinks and the Who. with Paul 
Weller as complete a rock visionary as a Ray 
Davies or a Townshend.
But the real upsurge in Weller and the Jam’s 
creativity came with the third album, AH Mod 
Cons, hailed as a classic record. AH Mod Cons 
was important, not only in that it turned the 
critical tide for the Jam, but more so in two 
other, unrelated aspects. First, it seemed to 
give Paul Weller the confidence to go on to do a 
series of singles, beginning with the anthemal 
Down In The Tube Station A t Midnight and com­
ing thus far in England with Going Underground 
, that were unquestionable classics of their 
time. Singles like Strange Town, When You're 
Young and Eton Rifles that were unmistakeably 
far superior to anything else. Singles that 
positively burned with Weller’s growing 
assurance and taut poetic vehemence, which 
spoke the unspeakable, and articulated the in­
articulate for a whole generation of post-Punk 
lost youth. In this way, Weller transcended the 
balmy visions of, one mentor of his, Ray Davies, 
and did more than match the angry, searching 
pride of the sixties inherent to the myth of his 
other one-time hero, Pete Townshend of the 
Who. It ’s awkward talking about them now, but 
this series of five or six consecutively excellent 
^45s, which are still accumulating, have the aura 
and resonance of a little piece of rock history in 
the making.
Inside the Rainbow I talked to the band. 
They’ve just returned from an American tour, 
which went disastrously according to all three 
of the band. The problems were to do with 
the band’s sound which was too harsh still for 
the Americans, and the localisation of much of 
Weller’s attitudes that come across in the 
lyrics. The Jam are a very English band. Paul 
Weller writes solely about the English working 
class consciousness, about the supposedly 
decaying but in fact still very much alive and 
stiff-upper-lipped class distinctions in Britain 
today. Outside of Britain, it would seem that 
Weller’s themes are hard to understand. But I 
wonder; does class inequality not exist 
anywhere else in the world? Of course it does, 
and besides, the anger and fierceness of the 
Jam’s music alone, though they can dip into 
accoustic piaintiveness, expresses enough of 
Paul Weller’s rage and torment to be going on 
with.
Although often Weller’s lyrics look clumsy 
and uneven, he has a real, growing poetic abili­
ty. With his poet friend Dave Waller he’s set up 
his own small-scale Riot Publications to help 
young poets get their work published.
I ask if he’s happy with the Mod associations 
the band have. “ I don’t know. At least we 
haven’t gone out and exploited it. We could 
have made.a lot more out of it than we did. In 
’77 there was a lot more Mod-isms in our at­
titude that there are now — the clothes, the 
songs, the titles and that. I think AH Mod Cons 
was the last of that. We just tried to keep a low 
profile and I think it worked, because Mod was 
only a fashion, it was purely superficial, it d idn’t 
affect people’s lives
Are trends a good thing then? "You’ve got to 
accept that tha t’s Western culture. It ’s not par­
ticularly good, i t ’s not perhaps as good as 
Eastern culture
He talks about the class system in England: 
“ It does exist, though. It ’s not as if I’m writing 
about something that isn’t there. But I probably 
won’t do anymore songs about the class thing. I 
think Setting Sons (the last album) finished 
that. It gets a bit like ranting after a while, it 
looks as though I'm playing it up or exploiting it. 
It ’s just like when you’re a kid and all your 
friends would be living up the posher parts of 
town, and I used to go to tea with them and not 
know what knife or fork to -use to cut the 
chicken. You were used to picking it up with 
your hands at home, but now you were trying to 
cut it up with a knife
Ah, tha t’s interesting: there’s a steady strain 
of eastern influences that come through in 
Weller's lyrics these days. He says, with typical 
seclusiveness, that he’s "only read one or two 
books on the thing” .
I put to him: some writers have suggested 
that the only thing wrong with the Jam is that 
they don’t really change anything; that they 
don’t affect anything other than superficially. 
“ That annoys me. You get a lot of radical 
writers in the English press. It ’s okay slagging 
off a band if they deserve it, but what the fuck 
are they doing, what are those writers doing? If 
you read some of the letters we get, saying how 
much the songs affect people, it shows we do 
get through to people without crusading
In the context of the English rock scene, the 
Jam are an unusual specimen in many ways. 
Since the demise of Punk and its adherent, anti­
music business ideals, bands, most of the good 
ones at any rate, have beenj'e-assessing their 
position. Most of them have preferred to con­
tinue the Punk ideals outside of the music
The other ramification of AH Mod Cons was 
less heartening in effect. The album, with its 
60s Mod connotations in the sleeve and songs, 
became something of a vinyl rallying-point for a 
supposedly ‘new’ Mod consciousness, really an 
unimportant and musically poverty-stricken 
trend which has over the last year in England 
been latched on to by assorted commercial in­
terests, from clothes designers to record com­
Whose fault is that, though? “ It ’s the founda­
tions of England, isn't it? The horrible fuckin’ 
restrictions that are imposed when you’re 
born you still find it. You go into hotels and 
they treat you like shit. That’s one good thing 
about the hotels in America, they treat you with 
the same sort of respect as anyone else. 
There’s no real prominent class system over 
there, it just runs at extremes, the very rich and 
the peasants, like Harlem, it ’s medieval . I 
think the class system in Britain is as bad as it 
was 50 years ago
The Jam are getting through and will con­
tinue to get through for as long as Paul Weller's 
poetic sensibility holds on to its firm grasp of 
the realities of English life, all life, any life. In­
cluding Australian life which must count itself 
lucky for having the opportunity to get to grips 
with the Jam with a new, fresh perspective on 
this most vital of contemporary rock forces.
Meanwhile, I hope the Jam'are No. 1 this 
week, hext week and any other week. It ’s a good 
feeling to know.
— Dave McCullough
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“ Perhaps it’s not going to take us as 
long as we thought..
Kevin Stanton, guitarist from Mi-Sex is on the 
phone from Montreal, Canada. Mi-Sex are on the last 
stage of their first North American tour and to date 
everything is going fine.
Stanton has just come offstage after performing at 
a place called the Broadway Line club and although 
the temperature there is low, his spirits are high. The 
Mi-Sex tour, which the band felt they had to hurry 
their American company (Epic) into somewhat has 
been drawing good crowds and eliciting good 
reaction. If it has done anything it’s shown both the 
audiences and the record company that Mi-Sex are a 
live band that can more than come up to what they 
produce in a studio. That is a problem that the band 
had until recently in Australia too, where a lot of 
people though that any outfit that could produce a 
recordlike ‘Computer Games’ couldn’t possibly be in 
the same league on stage. But it’s never wise to 
underestimate Mi-Sex. With a dedication and 
commitment that is nothing short of astounding, in 
rry experience anyway, they have carved their name 
on Australian rock and seem about to do the same in 
the land where the buffalo roams.
“Shall I tell you where we've been?" asks Stanton, 
atmost gleefully. I give him the go-ahead "Right, we 
sxtarted out on the West Coast, did three gigs in San 
Francisco with Iggy Pop who was great, then to San 
Diego to do a support with the Ramones, then two 
shows in the same night at the Whiskey-Au-Go-Go 
(recently renamed the Kangaroo Club) in L.A then 
up the coast to Seattle. Then we flew over to New 
York and did the Mudd Club which was really tiny.
about 250 people (it was packed) and then Hurrah’s. 
Then Washington D.C. where we played with 999, 
then New Jersey, Philadelphia and another one in 
New York which was at the Irving Plaza (no relation 
to Martin Plaza?) which was this fantastic Polish 
ballroom. It was the best place for lighting that we’ve 
had. Then we drove to Boston and then drove up 
here to Montreal”
And how many days have you had off in all that 
time? About five, Kevin informs me. Gulp.
Mi-Sex have the sort of workload that would send 
brickies laborers jumping off the Harbor Bricfee, but 
they throw themselves into it with such enthusiasm 
that it all seems likewater off a duck’s back.
"It’s not so different here” , continues Stantion. 
“Just like driving from Sydney to Melbourne.”
Onothingthat is pretty different though, and this 
IS going to affect other Aussie bands who want to 
take a crack at the Big Time, is the appalling state of 
American radio. " I t ’s miles behind", Stanton moans. 
“All the music is ten years out of date, it’s all Who, 
Lez Zeppelin and that sort of thing.” Stanton tells 
how he did a shew for cable radio (where you pay to 
have access to a station through a land line) with 
Debbie Harry and Chris Stein of Blondie. The shew, 
which apparently the pair do whenever they can, was 
syndicated to 1 ^  cable stations across the Eastern 
states, was done in front of a live audience and 
Stanton got a standing ovation when he said, ‘Let’s 
hear it for progressive radio’.
“ In some ways it was really great coming up here 
to Canada cos it’s much more like Australia. ‘Com­
puter Games’ got to No.2 on the main radio station 
here.
“ If it’s done anything this tour has certainly made 
us appreciate Australia.”
In fact thQT like us so much that they’ll be coming 
back on the 14th of May to play a couple of dates in 
Sydney, co-inciding with the release of the second 
album, ‘Space Race’. The gruelling schedule doesn’t 
stop there. Mi-Sex, like all efficient armies, actually 
have their lives planned about six months in ad­
vance. So after 2Vz weeks in Sydney they’ll zip across 
the Tasman for a quick two week tour of Enzed and 
then return for a national tour AND THEN over to 
South Africa where apparently ‘Computer Games’ 
has taken off with a bullet — “We’re N a l over there, 
I think” .
It’sgoingto be interesting to see how ‘Space Race’ 
is received in Australia. The rise of Mi-Sex has been 
nothing short of meteoric and there are still people 
who think they are a ‘punk band’ as a late night 
service station attendant once told Stanton and 
myself When we were cruising round S.A.’s northern 
industrial centre, Whyalla after a gig. And there are 
people who have only seen them on the tube who 
think they are something like the Buggies. Mi-Sex 
have elements of both which is perhaps why they 
have potential to appea* to such a variety of people.
That night in Whyalla the band played me a rough 
cassette of ‘Space Race'. The imediate stand out was 
a slow moody number called ‘It Only Hurts When I 
Laugh’ which is a song about their homeland. New 
Zealand. One line goes, ‘The end is near/W ill the 
last person turn out the lights’ and it’s almost that 
sense of having to get out, that desperate searching 
for something that seems to fuel Mi-Sex. You’d never 
know it by just talking to them — they’re EX­
TREMELY pleasant and easy-going offstage — but
there’s gotta be something behind them goading 
them on to bigger and better. The title track, ‘Space 
Race’, is about UFO people and looking at things 
from outside, olever^ combining the two great 
themes of the eighties, futurism and alienation. That 
feeling of Alienation is something that Mi-Sex share 
with the greatest N.Z. band of all. Split Enz. 
Australians must respond to that feeling of being so 
plugged in and yet so far away...
Although that tape I heard was like a black and 
white drawing to which the colour had yet to be 
added, it again demonstrated how tight and COM­
PREHENSIVE a musical unit Mi-Sex are They are in 
control and it shows. Guitar and keyboards swap 
rhythm and lead with ridiculous ease, bass and 
drums are never content to just hold down the beat 
— they’re exptoring, accentuating, diverting and 
Steve Gilpin’s vocals perform the most intricate 
gymnastics without pause for breath. ( ‘Breath 
control’, confided Stanton.)
Apparently when producer Peter Dawkins took the 
tape to the Record Plant in New York for final mixing 
before mastering the sound engineer listened to it 
with a puzzled expression, and turned to Dawkins 
with the query, “ What’s wrong with it?”  He couldn’t 
hear anything that needed working on. It was A-O-K 
right off. That’s the kind of ‘perfection’ that the Mi- 
Sex ‘machine’ produces.
Before Mi-Sex, the last band I saw at Whyalla’s 
Sundowner Hotel was AC/DC in 1974. Recent 
tragedy aside, I reckon that’s a pretty good omen. As 
Bon Scott once sang ‘It’s a long way to the top if you 
wanna rock’n’roll’. Mi-Sex seem to be half way there 
already.
— Donald Robertson
STARIIMG VOICES FROM THE DARK ROOM
are getting bigger
Skyhooks want the questions point- 
blank and clear because now, after 
three years., they’ve got the answers. 
They’ve integrated the old Skyhooks 
and the new in such rational 
perspective that ignorance on the part 
of an outsider is treated with impa­
tience — and by an outsider I mean 
yours truly. Which makes things a little 
uncomfortable because sometimes to 
ask the ‘right’ questions you almost 
have to know the answers in advance. 
It’s not as if I hadn’t tried. I read every 
scrap of bygone press I could cajole 
from the publishers — I even stooped 
to digging d irt from the Mushroom 
patch. And too, in 1975 I was fourteen 
years old, and to be fourteen years old 
in mid-70s Melbourne is to have ex­
perienced one aspect of the Skyhooks 
story at first hand. In those days, back 
in my little neighbourhood of cool, the 
girls all had razor-slash eyebrows and 
wore clogs; the guys each had a silver 
crucifix in one ear and wore striped 
cardigans Living In The 70s was the 
theme song. We kids identified with 
Skyhooks but while the band was uni­
que, we weren’t. All types of people 
from Lygon Street to Toorak and 
beyond could identify with this band. 
Skyhooks were RELEVANT.
I remember being driven through outer 
suburban Melbourne very late one night and 
watching all the streetlights meshing with the TV 
aerials on the Jennings rooftops. The DJ on 
the car radio was tellingus he was about to play 
for the very first time the very first single from- 
Skyhooks which (pant, pant!) was out “ at long 
last!" I also remember thinking “ At long last? 
Who the hell are Skyhooks anyway and why 
•should we care?”  Like most kids in my age 
group my main exposure to rock'n roll was 
through the Top 40 stations and the occasional
overseas acts they told us were big. I paid to 
see Slade and Sweet but I never did catch
Skyhooks. Again like most kids my age, I was 
barely aware of inner-city live rock’n roll. 
Skyhooks forced us allto be aware of Australian 
music as their figures for sales and concert a t­
tendances show. They were a phenomenon.
Five years later, here we are. Projected 
record sales for a top Australian band have 
decreased in parallel to the decline of the 
monster concert. Rock’n roll is back in the pubs 
and so are Skyhooks. Shirley’s hamming it up 
on a kids’ TV show and Red’s a true blue sport. 
Meanwhile, back in the grind, Greg Macain- 
sh,Bob (remember Bongo?) Starkie and Tony 
Wiliams are struggling through yet another in­
terview under the watchful eye of a record com­
pany rep. If feels unrewarding and I feel inade­
quate. I’m wishing thesephenomenal types 
safely confined to vinyl — anywhere except ont 
he receiving end of my less than hardhitting in­
quiries. Why do we do it?! Why indeed, I mourn 
out loud. On comes about forty five minutes in­
tensive discussion on the merits and demerits 
of the rock press, specific rock journalists, then 
ever more specifically, rock journalists — 
like me and me alone.
Quite simply. Skyhooks are Hot For The 
Orient. They’re here to promote that album and 
dammit, if it means improvising conversational 
answers they’ll grit their collective teeth and 
DO IT.Such endurance is to be commended but 
face it, the fact that Skyhooks themselves have 
endured is commendable, and more. Over this 
last year they admit the band has been kept 
alive by the dailies. They hadn’t had a record 
out in nearly three years and Tony Williams was 
still staking his claim to be recognised THE 
voice of Skyhooks. Now all of a sudden the 
press has lifted the literary dust-sheets to 
display, as if they were its ownproud discovery, 
the new Skyhooks. Reviews have brimmed over 
with enthusiasm.Okay, so we ail know what 
we’re reading. What are we actualy getting?
Greg Macainsh: “ It ’s a different band. We’ve 
kept the name of course because it ’s a good 
name and we couldn’t be bothered changing 
the chequebook. It ’s important to me to have 
this band come across as five individuals.
Bands that are faceless units on stage don’t 
last. I don’t think there are many real per­
sonalities around in rock at the moment, 
though our drummer is definitely a personality 
... The approach is the same. The way we are 
now is the way we started off, as a pub band. 
You can’t do too many concerts in Australia, 
one in each major city — tha t’s six, seven gigs 
and you’ve got the country covered. But the 
thing you’ve got to do is keepworking, right? 
And if you’re gigging regularly you’ve got to play 
the small places, and so the large concert thing 
is not really viable for anyone these days. I t ’s 
too expensive to do. and this changes the kind 
of stage show you do because a lot of places 
like, say, the Bondi Liffesaver aren’t really 
equipped to put on a stage show. The ceilings 
are too low, the audiences can’/t see ...”
Well, kids, it seems to be working on stage 
and you tell me Eddie Leonetti’s production is 
fairly true to the live sound, so I guess it ’s a 
good album. But why should the public buy this 
product?
“ The same reason they'd buy any album — to 
put on their record players to play music.It’s 
got a good beat, you can dance to it. But the 
beautiful thing about ours, with this lovely 
cover, is you can leave it on your coffee table. A 
coffee table album!”
On the way to the pub. Bongo had whispered 
“ Do you realise you are now walking alongside 
Australia’s best and most prolific songwriter?”
Prolific, yes. In the ten months between Tony 
taking over as lead singer in January ’79 and 
October when the album was recorded the 
band have gone through nearly three complete 
changes in repertoire. About half the album 
tracks are early songs the new band worked on 
while Tony was establishing his identity as 
frontman with the remainder being new 
material. As for being the BEST songwriter — 
prove it, Greg. Start with the lyrics.
“ In the context of neo-Brazilian philosophy 
they make a lot of sense. No,let’s not be a neo- 
Brazilian philosopher. Nowadays I’m trying to 
keep the lyrics a lot simpler partly because of 
comments people have made and partly 
because of the things I was aware of myself. I 
try  not to have the lyrics too complete before 
working on the music. I’ve got foolscap 
notebooks full of jottings and verse — maybe I’ll 
take things fromthis page and add it to 
something further back. Sometimes I’ll just use 
bits as temporary filler and end up leaving it 
there. I try and keep the music individual and 
modern but so that you can’t quite put your 
finger on it. That’s the way it ’s always been, so 
people can relate to it but outside the 
mainstream. There’s nothing to construction. 
It ’s just verse chorus verse verse chorus ... I 
don’t exactly labour over it and I’ve never sat 
myself down to write songs because I felt there 
was any pressure on meto do it. If ever I don’t 
want to do it anymore and it ’s no longerfun then 
I’ll leave.”
But where does an ageing rock star go? “ I’ve 
thought of politics. Seriously — look at Athol 
Guy from the Seekers and think of all those peo­
ple who bought our records and are now grow­
ing up. I might have to go back to university for 
a while but I’mnot sure how you go about all 
this. That mightn’t be necessary by then. You 
have to get into branch politics and join a party 
and I’m not quite sure which one I’d choos. Ob­
viously my inclinations have been to labor in the 
past on specific issues and policies. The Liberal 
Party might be more effective but I don’t know 
that I’d like that.Maybe it doesn’t make too 
much difference which,” he frowns doubtfully.
Yeah. Back to something safe. Er Bongo,tell 
us about the concept for Hot For The Orient?
“ It ’s pretty meaningless title. We were all 
messing around with titles and I just thought of 
it because I’d been keen on the Japanese 
market for many years and I’d already been 
planning to go there. So I thought oh well, help 
it along a bit by actually focussing the attention 
on the Orient, make them stand up and listen a 
bit more. It ’s just like pointing at Japan. But it 
was a coincidence we had the title  on our choice
lists and then I saw the photo. The photo is real­
ly just an exercise in art. I’m really into 
photographers and I was looking at my 
magazines one night when I saw a photograph 
that I really liked and uh, it was by this guy call­
ed Hideki Fuji! who is a very modern Japanese 
photographer. I said this lady I would really like 
to have on the album cover, so I tracked him 
down, found out where he operates from and 
then got this translator in Melbourne to ring 
him up on the phone and ask him if he was in­
terested and he said very much, he loved rock’n 
roll, so we just started negotiating and our 
record company negotiated the right price 
because he is a very expensive guy. And tha t’s 
how we did it ! ”
I take it relations between yourselves and 
the fungi people are back in working order 
then, Greg?
“ yeah. They’re a good company but you’ve 
got to keep on top of them. Thp good thing 
about Mushroom is you CAN talk to the man at 
the top most of the timme and you can really go 
in there and fix things up whereas with EMI or a 
big company it would be real difficult to do that. 
You never quite get to meet the peoplewho run 
the show. And besides, i t ’s hard to change.”
Change happens though. Witness this poig­
nant example from Greg Macainsh.
“ There used to be some great groupies 
around,”  he observes. “ Real personalities. In 
those days there was some status attached to it 
I suppose. I don’t know what happened — 
maybe the bands started laying shit on them — 
but its not the same now. A groupie was not 
such a bad thing to be for a single girl who 
didn’t want ties and complications like you’d 
have with the boy down the road. I mean it ’s 
something different, exciting, and with a musi­
cian he’s always gonethe next day anyway. I like 
to see girls at gigs. You can’t see all that much 
from on stage but you can see enough to pick 
them out. I t ’s good to se them there — you go to 
an Angels gig and i t ’sALL guys and they’re all 
drinking beer and really drunk.”
Cheer up, Macainsh. I’m sure there’s still the 
odd groupie or two with a real perso?iafity-lurk- 
ing about behind the PAs. Funny how people 
come equipped with personalities, isn’t it? But 
maybe it ’s different down south. Ever thought 
of moving to Sydney?
The answer is no. “ I don’t really like the 
Sydney scene. 1 couldn’tlive here. It ’s all too 
tightly knit, what with the Lifesaver crowd and 
everybody knowing everybody and hanging out 
together. In Melbourne we’ve got our friends 
and the Sports have theirs; Split Enz have their 
social group. We meet each other occasionally, 
say hello, be friendly — but i t ’s nothing like an 
incestuous as it is up here. Here everybody is 
part of the Industry with a capital T , and you 
lose your sense of proportion. You lose touch 
with the real world.It’s not good for a 
songwriter to be permanently in that environ­
ment. That’s why when I’m at home I make a 
point of being very normal. I get to know who 
the neighbours are and I like to meet people 
who have nothing to do with music. I really 
value my friendships outside the industry, they 
keep you aware of what’s relevant. What’s 
real.”
Never let it be saidthat Greg Macainsh 
doesn’t know what’s real. Ever a practical soul, 
he whips out a wad of flame colored notes and 
furtively thrusts them in my line of vision.
“ I’ll give you $200 not to write this artic le.” 
For half the price I’d have taken the money and 
run. “ Naah, actually I’m just saying that so 
you’ll quote me as saying jl offered $200 not to 
be quoted.”
I go to the gig anyway. Who knows, if they’re 
tru ly abysmal 1 might ask $500. Two hours later 
I’m eating my words and considering chomping 
the tape ribbon for dessert.I’ll spare you the 
reams of hyperbole and just say SEE 
SKYHOOKS. NOW. Everything that ever made 
them a band worth seeing are there and worth 
seeing still.
ELLY MCDONALD
mum
First 1000 albums with 4- 
colour fold-out poster.
The single “I Don’t Want To Go Home” 
b /w  ‘ ‘All Day and AU Of The Night’ ’ (not 
on album).
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“And if there were a Freudian present 
he’d explain that all- neuroses are 
ultimately sexual. The isolation of the 
suburbs, alienation, all obsessions...”
Iva Davies is discussing Genet, the French poet. 
Genet remains b ^ t  known for his powerfully erotic 
poetry Les Fleurs Du Mai. Decadent, challenging — 
in some ways these verses are curiously apposite to 
their modern namesake, the band Flowers. What, 
then, are Flowers’ obsessions?
Iva looks across at bassplayer Keith Welsh, draped 
in a languid crescent in a chair by the window. “ She 
hasn’t done her homework on me, has she?”
Keith smiles back. “ No” , he says.
"I. ..I don’t sleep for days at a tiiYie” . He b^ins 
haltingly,as if unsure I’ll appreciate the relevance. “ I 
live erratically. I used to be invblved with someone in 
the industry but during the time she thought she was 
going out with me, or whatever it is people do, I didn’ 
see her in a month more than maybe four times. I 
don’t have‘relationships’ as such. I never really had 
a social life or friends. People annoy me, they irritate 
me when they’re there But then sometimes some 
part of me needs another person, UNTIL they’re 
there. It’s in the song, ‘Won’t you send somebody . .. ”
A craving for companionship that isn’t satisfied by 
human reality: the bitter mixture of alienation and 
arrogance that converts the plea of Send Somebody 
to a demand and lends tension to all Iva’s songs. 
Flowers built their reputation as a tasteful covers 
band but this last year has seen the emergence of 
singer/guitarist Iva Davies as a songwriter of 
unquestioned talent. He combines aesthetic beauty 
of musical form with violent emotional surges 
probably best exemplified in Walls.
‘Walls came very slowly — it was one of the early 
songs. I took the word ‘wall’ and played with it as a 
concept (this was long before Pink Royd did their 
wall thing) and then I spent three weeks just wan­
dering a b ^ t taking walls from as many different 
contexts as I could and putting them together. It was 
like a mathematical game; a crossword puzzle. But 
rock’n’roll does have its conventions. You’re not 
supposed to slow down, for instance, to get in­
troverted. I like to flout the rules and MAKE the 
audiences respond on my terms. And I think I suc­
ceed — The Ice-House is one of the most magic 
songs. It’s also one of my favorites because of the 
way it was written. I shut myself up in my room and 
went on a binge for four days wherg I just worked 
and wrote. When I came out of it I couldn’t remember 
what I’d done. And then I played the tape back and 
there it was, complete as The Ice-House.
“ It’s as if it ’s given to you. It really is a religious 
experience. I have total faith in the output because it 
came to me that way — I don’t allow the rest of the 
band much creative control because if that keyboard 
line is partof a god-given whole-ness I’m not about to 
let some third party fuck about with it and disturb 
the balance. As a musical entity Flowers is pretty 
much Iva Davies. When I get an idea I’m less close 
with it now though. I’ll give it to the band and let 
them play about with it only because . . .becau^ it is 
possible that by some ‘accident’ they may come 
across the key that looses inspiration, and I could 
work from there.”
There are writers who develop a certain facility 
through regular, disciplined practice of their craft. A 
less intense approach, but commercially ad­
vantageous — and rejected emphatically by Iva.
“ I can’t work like that. I could put melodies 
together piecemeal but there must be magic in 
a song. You can’t fake magic. You have to work 
to find it and when you do, it’s like a gift. It’s as 
if it existed already somewhere and you have to 
capture it in its entirety, as it was intended. I 
have shelves full of ideas, tapes, that aren’t 
complete. To take those ideas, and tack them 
together and call it a song would be like having 
a jigsaw puzzle, a beautiful and complex jigsaw 
puzzle with just a few pieces missing, then 
cutting out bits of cardboard and painting in 
the picture, slotting them in and calling THAT 
complete.”
On the other hand, Flowers have recently been 
signed by Regular Records which commits them to
Native
Flora
produce an album a year for the next six years, and 
Iva’s perfectionism has meant he is less than prolific. 
He nods. “ Because I write in concerted blocks and 
just immerse myself for days it’s been hard to keep 
producing. We’re playing all the time and if you’re
touring you can’t just take four days off. Like tonight 
we’re driving up to Sydney for a press reception 
tomorrow and then the next day we’re driving to 
Brisbane. As a band gets bigger the touring is less 
constant and the record company co-operates to 
ensure product. Actually, I’m trying to work it now so 
we do less dates, just so I can concentrate on my 
songwriting”
Paradoxically, the sheer class of Iva’s material has 
led to some criticism. The early songs held their own 
so naturally in the company of Bowie and Ultravox 
that the originals were barely distinguishable from 
the covers. They were always well done, but critics of 
the band continue to call them pretentious, elitist, 
derivative...
‘I have a grandfather” , responds Iva softly, “who 
would always tell me there is nothing new under the 
sun. In songwriting, it’s really as much a process of 
discovery as of creating. You’re always going to hear 
echoes of other songs . ”  He laughs. “ My main 
strength is probably as a plagiarist!”
Again, the mannerisms of insecurity that belie the 
stage arrogance.
“ I think anyone creative has a fundamental belief 
in what they create and on the surface, severe
doubts. There’s a lot of insecurity where the stan­
dards are high. Most genuises are manic depressive 
obsessives! There is a need for reassurance but I 
think ultimately you are the judge of your own 
product You more than anyone else can recognise 
the value of your own work.
“ I studied oboe at the Conservatorium for nine 
years. There is a level of achievement when you’re 
very good at something that is like a barrier in itself. I 
was very good at the oboe. I was about as close to 
perfection as you can come, and it was incredibly 
frustrating, trying to push something further and... 
Eventually the frustration is crippling. I had a total 
breakdown. I haven’t touched the oboe since.
“ But with songwriting I can’t imagine writing 
something that gave me satisfaction which the 
audience, or other people, didn’t relate to. That’s not 
arrogance — I don’t think genuis is arrogant either. 
People who are purely arrogant can’t LEARN.”
Are there genuises in rock’n’roll?
“Yes, I think there are. There are lots of them I 
admire, lots of heroes... ” Out gleams the blue-eyed, 
scimitar smile. “ I’m not supposed to have heroes, be 
a fan! I admire David Bowie. He’s always been a 
catalyst— he creates fashion and yet he’s apart from 
it, above it. The Rolling Stones are above fashion. And 
David Byrne I admire.”
“ I mention that the band’s first single I Can’t  Help 
Myself, produced by Cameron Allan, reminded me of 
Talking Heads. Iva looks pleased. “Yes, that would be
right. I was very involved in Talking Heads at the 
time and I trhink the influence is there.”
Coincidentally David Byrne has also explored the 
concept of music as eternally existent, waiting for 
someone to find the melody and make it aural reality. 
Every tune is, in essence, classic. As if to prove the 
point Flowers still perform several covers which at 
best were considered disposable pop on first release.
“ Fashion is something I like to play with. Take a 
band likeT. Rex who were THE most fashionable in a 
fashion conscious era, coming out of the hippies and 
psychedelia into the glitter age. Ten years later in 
another fashion context we do T. Rex songs in a 
Flowers set... ”
Possibly this attitude contributes to the incidence 
of sub-culture fashions on exhibit at inner-city 
Flowers gigs. This impression is quickly qualified.
“Well sure, we get the fashionable punks with 
silver hair and bauble earrings up front, but we also 
get old hippies and kids from the suburbs and young 
office workers — it’s fairly diverse, unlike some 
bands where you KNOW who you’re going to get 
there. With us, you don’t. It’s the common 
denominator. There is something in the music they 
can all recognise and relate to. That’s what they get 
out of Flowers.”
And Iva? He looks down shyly, and answers slowly. 
“The release that comes from creating is like.. .it’s 
my God.”
— Elly McDonald
FURIOUS
ECADENCE
Jimmy and the Boys
On the corner of Hollywood Boulevard 
and Las Palmas there’s a takeaway food 
bar where most of the customers come to 
buy drugs, not tacos. I never went in that 
shop. One block up the boulevard is the 
Egyptian Theater where Deep Throat 
and The Devil In Miss Jones have been 
playing in tandem for nine years; one 
block down was my apartment. Outside 
the shop were the local chickens. They 
were very young — usually somewhere 
from twelve to fifteen — and invariably 
sweet-featured, grey-palloured blondes, 
which surprised me at first because all 
the female hookers were black. What’s 
more, in 1978 you didn’t ever see the 
ladies on the street at night — you saw 
their- pimps, resplendent like Tnodern 
buccaneers in widebrimmed hats of plum 
or crimson felt, each with a sweeping 
plume. If you wanted a girl you went up to
a pimp and he arranged things. The 
pimps didn’t like putting their girls out in 
the open because there were a lot of 
strange people on the boulevard and you 
never knew who might get hurt. I don’t 
think anybody particularly cared with the 
chickens. Their value as merchandise 
was minimal; as humans, negligible.
It used to scare hell out of me walking 
past those kids. They’d fix their washed-out, 
seashallow eyes on me in silence and watch until I’d 
passed, sometimes mechanically raising miniature 
vials of angel dust to their noses and taking a snort. 
They scared me much more than the crazy rasta with 
the golden fingernails and fraked out laugh, and 
much more than the fast-talking chains’n’Ieather 
street-types. But how, you wonder, is all this relevant 
to Australian rock’n’roll? It isn’t. And it sure as hell 
isn’t anything to do with Jimmy and the Boys, who 
Tfh nominally writing about. However, it might go 
some way towards explaining why I find Jimmy and 
the Boys so repugnant — not shocking, but offensive.
(Continued page 11)
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(From page 9)
You know Jimmy and the Boys. You probably like 
them. A lot of people do. They’re that really 
outrageous band whose singer’s got an American 
accent and whose keyboards player is a drag queen. 
They sing great little songs about things like the 
Butchy Boys while their singer (who’s another Iggy) 
and that keyboard person do disgusting things for 
the public’s approval. They like to rub it in with 
surprisingly ill-oiled patter about how degenerate 
they really ara "The safest degenerates in Sydney’’, 
laughs RAM editor Anthony O’Grady as he books 
them onto.the John Singleton Show. They take pride 
in maladjustment; nearly every song reinforces the 
message of Living On The Other Sida Picking up the 
inherent kitsch in Patti Smith’s hymn to artistic 
excess Rock’n'Roll Nigger, Iggy Jones transforms 
misplaced idealism into a sickeningly swarmy crow 
as he screeches oout again and again that he’s 
‘outside of society!’ Bullshit.
Jimmy and the Boys are a PRODUCT of reac­
tionary society. They couldn’t exist without it. Society 
creates outlets for particular behaviors, peepholes 
tailor-designed to suit establishment needs. 
Television provides the best example, but Hollywood 
movies — let’s narrow it, Hollywood movies of the 
’40s, Casablanca — provide a peephole to the 
concept True Romance; European vamp movies of 
the ’20s— say, Marlene Dietrich in Die Blau Engel — 
provide a peephole to the concept Camp 
Sophistication. Pre-war Berlin created the ‘divine 
decadence’ of Sally Bowles and Cabaret, and 
Fraserland Sydney gave rise to a Jimmy et al. Both 
say a lot about their respective societies.
Fundamentally though, Bogart’s True Romance 
and Dietrich of Bowles’ Divine Decadence are fic­
tions. Like TV, they’re sensuory pop culture 
stimulation. I don’t really mind Jimmy and the Boys
as bad taste burlesque (and no, I will not concede 
them rock’n’roll) but I do object to them glorifying 
sleaze and promoting the glamour in being sick. It’s 
like romanticising smack. Which is also real easy.
I confess, too, I find it disturbing that a ROLLING 
STONE writer can put on paper in an article on 
Jimmy and the Boys that "their act is a putdown of 
femininity without being sexist’’. Tell me more. I’d be 
interested to see how a female band with an act 
based round putting down males on the sole ground 
of gender would be received. But then, as Joylene 
Hairmouth so enlighteningly stated in the same 
context, “We’re sexual, not sexist” . Me, I’d always 
thought sexism was a particular sexual prospective 
anyway. As an exercise in semantics it might almost 
be worth having the band define ‘sexism’ and then 
explain their ‘sexual perspective’, but they say it all 
on stage. Take I’ve Just Gotta ^  Rude To You — 
what else COULD they do but ditto definitions?
Surely, surely (you shake your heads and say), 
surely even an earnestminded soul like myself just 
HAS to laugh at the sight of Joylene direly 
threatening through three choruses to ‘get my man’? 
Don’t I have a sense of humour? Look; I don’t even 
havethehumourtothinkof a witty defence. I’ll admit 
the Bride of Frankenstein gloulishness of Joyls can 
be quite diverting bu t... how can I express this? 
Perhaps I’d better go back to the boulevard. If you 
kept right on walking, past those un-children, you 
came to the sex shops, and one of those I actually 
DID step inside. It was about October, but squatting 
in the middle of the window display were Father 
Christmas statuettes, and what those painted Santas 
were doing is something usually associated with 
raincoated gents in suburban parks. For a 
momentary flash (groan, sort7 ) I nearly considered 
buying one and sending it off as company for me 
Auntie Maude's garden gnomes. It was an hysterical
thought — for that one moment. Basically those 
monstrosities had absoklutely no appeal beyond the 
thought of the look on Aunt M’s face when she 
opened the parcel. It’s like that with Jimmy and the 
Boys. They have no redeeming value, none what­
soever, beyond the response from the straitlaced 
youth of our nation.
I’m a straitlaced youth myself of course. I’m 
positively respectable, which is why I was very for­
tunate to have been adopted at one point by a group 
of fairly theatrical LA gays. Their idea of babysitting 
me on the streets was to take me to the LA Gay Fair, 
held for five days a year on Sunset Boulevard. The 
feature was an outdoor, flashing light disco and by 
midnight the dancefloor was filled with time capsule 
candidates for the fancy dress lifestyle uf camp West 
Coast c. ’78. Blacks in hotpants with stilt-like legs, 
Ziggy Stardust’s cousins, the REAL butchy boys — 
anything you can imagine. Even my neighborhood 
chickens were there and, without acknowledging me 
by word or movement, they allowed me into their 
personal dance zone with spaced out dignity. I was 
the only female but I guess a straitlaced Australian 
youth can get by on a certain freak value... to a 
point. I was OK while the Village People held sway 
even if I wasn’t a Macho Man but suddenly, the ranks 
closed.Time Warp from The Rocky Horror Show had 
started up. Everybody there knew the film’s 
choreography and lyrics. Playing that song over and 
over with that same chorus-dancing was a ritual of 
solidarity; ‘We are real, and we are — really are — 
not like everybody else’. I just stood back and wat­
ched.
Jimmy and the Boys on the other hand are a show. 
Just watch that slapstick timing. It’s burlesque, it’s 
farce— essentially it’s voyeurism, and the joke is on 
you.
— Elly McDonald
L.R.B Non Interview
‘Hi Sue, do you want to write an article 
on LRB?’ ‘Er, well ... urn ... it’s not my 
kind of music. I . . e r . . .1 mean it’s not 
that I didn’t respect what they’re doing 
because I do but... ’ ‘Fine. We’ll tee up an 
interview with Glenn Shorrock and you 
can take it from there. Oh, by the way. we 
need it yesterday ha ha ha... ’
Big deal. So I’m sitting at home waiting for the 
phone to ring wondering \Miat the hell I’m going to 
ask this guy. And I’m listening to Live In America for 
some ideas. After all, that’s what this interview’s all 
about. I mean they don't really need yet another 
story about how terrific they are, but they do have 
this new album Live In America. So any publicity 
etc...
Now by my calculation there must be at least half a 
dozen rock oriented journals, X million t.v. books and 
four thousand ladies magazines, not to mention 
newspapers, radio and t.v. programmes all being 
eagerly courted by LRB’s management for stories, 
interviews, personal appearances and whatever all 
i n the name of the great P.R. Which brings me back to 
my first question. What the hell am I going to ask this 
guy that no-one else has already asked. I don’t think 
RR readers really want to know what kind of tooth­
paste he uses.
The phone rings. Oh gosh gulp, it ’s Him. "Sue, this
is Russell Thomas from Wheatley Brothers En­
tertainment. Unfortunately Glen Shorrock hasn’t 
come into the office today. They’re just leaving for a 
soundcheck for their gig tonight so there’s really not 
much chance of getting this interview together” . Oh.
Hey boss, I e r ... I mean that is to say.. well, er, he 
wasn’t available. ‘No worries, we’ll tee up an in­
terview with someone else in the band. Stay by the 
phone”.
Stay by the phone he says. I have a gig of my own, a 
radio programme to show up for and a car full of 
washing And anyway, who else is there in LRB 
besides Glenn Shorrock?
Now I’m back working at the album for clues. We 
all know GlerrrrShorrock. Remember being 15 years 
old and talking my way backstage at the Octagon 
Theatre, Elizabeth, by sayin my dad was a big deal 
entrepreneur who wanted to book the Twilights. 
When I actually met Glenn Shorrock I went ac­
ceptably weak at the knees and completely clammed 
up. I guess I blew that one.
I know there was a film clip of two gents playing 
acoustic guitars smiling beautific smiles and singing 
about mum (or was it dad?) taking pictures off the 
wall because they were coming home. Judging by the 
songwriting credits for Birtles and Goble on this 
album alone it’s no wonder those two have beautific 
smiles. You can’t take it with you but it sure as hell
helps while you’re here.
Then the name David Briggs. Now that one I know. 
He produced Australian Crawl’s debut single 
Beautiful People. Dereck Pel lid crops up next along 
with Barry Sullivan and Mai Logan. Wait a mo, seven 
names on the credits but only five in the picky on the 
album. Must be using side men. Which is interesting 
because it doesn’t seem to happen as much here as 
in the states. Here we stick to anonymous session 
musos; there good people pop up all over the place.
When it comes to Oz bands that have ‘made it’ for 
whatever reasons, you don’t need more than two 
hands to count them on your fingers. And depending 
on your definitions, maybe only one hand. LRB have 
to be the first pinky you poke. No gimmicks, no frills 
—just tight, professional, talented musicians playing 
original material. And I list those adjectives in order 
of priority. To make it you’ve got to have all of those 
qualities or you’ve got nothing. And no, it didn’t 
happen over night; and I bet the Wheatley Brothers 
and other good management decisions helped.
If I wore a hat I’d take it off to LRB. Sure it ’s not my 
kind of music all the time but it’s good to pay your 
respects to people doing a job well. And they’re doing 
it real well. I read recently that Shorrock felt he’d 
been living in an ivory tower. My reaction? With the 
price of ivory these days, don’t knock it!
— Sue % lie
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It’s quite amazing to think that after 
over three years at the top of the U.K. 
and European charts the only thing most 
Australians can relate to the name 
‘Boomtown Rats" is ‘I Don’t Like 
Mondays’, a song I doubt very few of 
them even grasped the actual meaning 
of. .
what have the Rats done to deserve this (lack of) 
treatment? They’ve provided some of the most 
consistently good, constantly varied rock and roll of 
the last few years. They were one of the first to 
bridge the alleged gap between mainstream rock and 
the New Wave. And they’ve produced one of the 
eighties’ most promising and formidable front men in 
Bob GekJof. v
to create something new. This they do extremely 
successfully. The only trouble is sometimes those 
"influences” aren’t so far in the past.
After all, since the release of ‘Lookin.’ 
After No. 1’ in mid 1977 the Rats have 
had seven singlesand three albums all of 
which have individually charted in the 
English top twenty, two of them number 
ones. But it’s not really all that surprising 
when you consider that it was not even 
sixteen months ago when I read in a 
Radio column in Sydney’s Daily 
Telegraph the columnist criticising one 
commercial DJ for playing "unheard o f ’ 
groups such as "the Boomtime Rats’’ 
and their song ‘Rat Trap’. And when you 
really think about it it’s only been in the 
last year that Australian AM radio has 
really caught up with what’s been 
happening in England for several years. 
Although all your Police, Nick Lowes, 
Pretenders, Clashes etc have received 
much attention, for some perplexing 
reason all the Rats got was ‘I Don’t Like 
Mondays’.
Geldof is a true star. Writer of excellent pop songs, 
full frontal onstage personality of the ilk of all the 
daggers and Boaies of the rock world... not just a 
would-be but the real thing O.K., so he may sing a bit 
nasaly, yeah and he did look like his cheeks were 
s tu ff^  with cotton wool in the ‘Mondays’ clip. But he 
presentsa real persona too often missing from many 
of the recent Beatle-clone rock bands. In fact Geldof 
seems to owe more to Elvis than the Beatles. His 
sense of dramaticperformance can be placed in the 
same tradition as dagger, Bowie, Bolanand Plant and 
although he may have borrowed from them all, 
somehow he manages to bring it off fairly suc­
cessfully.
It may seem that Geldof and the Boomtown Rats 
are two separate entities... you know, the “well 
they’re only really his backing band” idea. Super 
nova and the asteriods. The point has often been 
raised but quickly contradicted. In a recent interview 
Geldof defended: “ Obviously to a large extent 
people consider it to be a one-man affair, which it 
really isn’t . .. I just did the talking because I was the. 
most gre^rious and garrulous.. . ”
It’s not only theatrically that old Bob pinches bits 
here and there. Musically, the Boomtown Rats are 
veritable Bower bird s There was the self-confessed 
Dr. Feelgood (particularly WiIko dohnson) influence 
on much of the first album; the Bruce Springsteen 
similarities on the same’s ‘doey’. The hit 
‘Rat Trap’, and ‘When The Night Comes’ from 
the latest album; the handclaps in ‘Mondays’ and 
their similarity to those in Van Morrison’s 
‘Wavelength’ . .. The list could go on and on. NME’s 
Nick Kent and several others have gone to great 
pains to “ pick the stolen riff” , but who really cares? 
In exactly the same way as the masked bandit Nick 
Lowe, Bob Geldof and the Rats borrow from the past
That Geldof leads the Rats is obviously in­
disputable. But behind him are five strong rriusicians 
without whom the Boomtown Rats would un­
doubtedly take on a much different sound. And on 
The Fine Art of Surfacing’ Gerry Cott, dohnny 
Fingers and Pete Briquette all demonstrated their 
cwn songwriting abilities. And if Bob was really the 
super ego many have claimed, why would he bother 
to put out three a Ibums as major songwriter with the 
Boomtown Rats before going solo? Maybe Geickjf 
isn’tquiteasaccessibleas he hoped to be.
In an effort to once again enlighten the Australian 
public to these “one hit wonders”  Polygram records 
is releasing an E.P. especially compiled for this 
country and imaginatively titled ‘Surface Down 
Under’ after the name of the tour. Featured are four 
of the hitherto ignored singles: ‘Rat Trap’, ‘Like 
Clockwork’, ‘Diamond Smiles’ and the first ‘Lookin’ 
After No.r. Good value— yes! But i t ’s a shame they 
have to pull pranks like this to attract attention. (Oh, 
that’s not the oly one... I’ve just heard thatthe Rats’ 
publicity team out here has even dressed in rat suits 
and visited 2SM’s D.d.’s bearing gifts of 14” x 17” 
Rat Traps complete with cheese — pure genius, eh?)
With an extensive coast to coast American tour 
just behind them, the Boomtown Rats are just about 
to show Australia what they’ve been missing out on. 
The U.S. tour was from-aII reports an astounding 
success, on both East and West Coasts. On Sunday 
20th April they headlined at the famous Hollywood 
Bcwl and the reaction was most favourable, if Geldof 
really wants to be a star it looks like his wish is more 
than coming true. Last October Charles Shaar 
Murray of NME said of their then forthcoming, now 
recently completed, U.S. tour th a t... ‘The Rats are 
going to have to bust their balls not just to satisfy 
demands but to create them” . They’ve done it.
Now the Boomtown Rats are big stars 
(everywhere but here!), what’s ahead for Bob and 
the boys! Has Geldof enough foresight and versatility 
tochangeahead of the times in true Bowie style, or is 
it likely we’ll see more of the same in the band’s 
future? In ‘Having My Picture Taken’, Geldof states, 
“ I can choose each day who I want to be/You can 
choose each day who you want to see.”  Hew true that 
is remains to be seen. I can’t really foresee any 
radical change on the horizon for the band, though. I 
mean since their first album the Boomtown,Rats 
have not so much changed as naturally progressed. 
On ‘Wind Chill Factor Minus Zero’, from the most 
recent album, they dabbled in electronics, and this 
could hark a coming extension of the band’s sound. 
Whatever, you can just about be sore it’ll be 
recognisably Geldof.
With the ‘Surface Down Under’ tour already selling 
out all around the country it seems Australia may 
soon be awoken to more than ‘I Don’t Like Mondays’. 
With three excellent albums already released there’s 
a lot to catch up on. r
—Goose
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David Johansen is not very well 
known in this country as a solo artist 
although the reputation of the New 
York Dolls, with whom he sang lead 
vocals, is well established with anyone 
who has followed music outside of the 
commercial mainstream. That was the 
band in which Johansen claims “ I 
broke my teeth in showbusiness” . 
They never attained wide scale 
popular success but as innovators 
they certainly left an indelible mark on 
contemporary music.
Visually and musically outrageous they were 
an inspiration to many of the people who have 
been successful in the latter part of the seven­
ties. Kiss, in the ir formative period, looked to 
the Dolls for visual and stylistic inspiration and 
as far as the ir bank balances are concerned it 
did them no harm. Musically, The Dolls were in 
the vanguard of bands who saw rock’n'roll in its 
traditional sense as a challenging and uncom­
promising means of expression.
The New York Dolls broke up in 1975 after 
making two albums which were critically well 
received but not terrib ly successful. Part of 
the ir notoriety rests on the brief flirtation they 
had with Malcolm McLaren who managed them 
for a while before he began his association with 
The Sex Pistols (Seems like Johansen wasn’t 
the only one who broke his teeth on the Dolls!)
Johansen returned to recording in 1978 with 
his first self titled solo album, which like the 
Dolls’ albums was well received by critics. His 
solo reputation is based on his song writing 
ability and the energy of his live performances, 
which is claimed by observers to be frenetic. If 
they’re anything like his vocal delivery that 
description can’t be far wrong. He has recently 
recorded a second album In Style which 
highlights his maturing as both a performer and 
as a songwriter. Gone are the glam and glitter 
but Johansen has retained the basic energy 
which characterised his early career.
There’s something quite strange about in ter­
viewing someone over the telephone. I t ’s a 
situation that is totally contrived and that lacks
the personal contact that a face to face .inter­
view can establish. It relies totally on vdcdl in­
teraction and largely depends on the ability of 
the person asking the questions to keep the 
conversation afloat. Not that you can really call 
it a conversation, more accurately it ’s an ex­
change of information.
The interview I did recently with David 
Johansen really broughjthis home to me, con­
ducted as it was from my bedroom first thing in 
the morning after a heavy night at the Roadrun- 
ner office. Mr Johansen was certainly very 
responsive to the questions I asked him but 
somehow I feel that I know very little more 
about him and his music than I did before I 
spoke to him.
I got the impression that Johansen is not one 
of those people who enjoys talking about what 
he does. Doing it is far more important to him. I 
asked him what sort of values he though music 
had, if any, expecting some kind of lengthy 
dissertation on the subject. My mistake. That 
question was quite neatly disposed of; he simp­
ly said, “ music has different effects on people, 
it all depends on the song.”
Speaking to the main himself certainly caus­
ed me to make a reappraisal of his latest album 
In Sfy/e which I reviewed in the last issue. I ask­
ed him about the involvement of Mick Ronson 
and Ian Hunter which I had supposed from the 
album liner credits was quite influential. 
However, Johansen informed me that Ian 
Hunter had very little  to do with the album and 
Mick Ronsop’s involvement was solely on the 
technical production apart from the few tracks 
he contributes to. Still, I maintain that you can 
HEAR their presence on the record in more 
than the notes they string together.
withfe The New York Dolls he said that although 
a lot of people had mentioned that he had that 
sort of role he didn’t think much about it, he 
was too busy doing what he was doing, mainly 
writing songs and performing.
I spoke to him during his present tour of the 
North East of The United States, which obvious­
ly seemed the highest priority at the moment.
As to his definition of Style, which was a 
question of some concern to me (I mean. Style is 
a concept that permeates our popular culture 
with its emphasis on personalities and chang­
ing trends which revolve around different 
styles* • •  of dress, of thought, of expression); 
Well, Johansen, despite his reputation as an in­
novator, was content with a concise simple 
definition. “ The way you relate to the planet, 
i t ’s got to do with a certain kind of dignity and 
sticking to your guns, i t ’s nothing to do with 
clothing” . That’s adequate but it brings us no 
closer to understanding exactly what kind of 
style Johansen himself possesses and why he 
takes the kind of stance he does. But then, like 
the man said, “ I’m more interested in just 
creating.”  That alone says more about his style 
than any verbal nonsense. After all to think 
about dealing with life in a particular style is an 
obstacle to making one’s own.
I asked him what sort of direction he thought 
music was heading in, particularly his own, but 
he couldn’t say, only that he was writing a lot of 
songs and that his next album wouldn’t begin to 
take shape until he got to the stage of recor­
ding.
In fact, Johansen was a hard subject to pin 
down on any topic. On the subject of his musical 
background and the soul and R&B influences I 
suspected, he told me that he had listened to. 
quite a lot of soul, particularly the Four Tops as 
well as a lot of girl groups like The Ronettes, 
The Cookies and some other more $obscure 
New York girl groups but basically there wasn’t 
much music that he didn’t tike.
.As far as his influence on contemporary 
music particularly through his involvement
The thing that struck me about Johansen 
was his simplicity and sincerity which is 
something that comes across in his music. He 
made no attempt to represent himself to be so-^ 
meone special or to waffle on. I respect that — 
but it sure makes it difficult to produce some 
kind of clear or coherent picture of him! As a 
straightforward person of few words and no 
hype it gives me little material to work with, but 
tha t’s not a bad thing. After all, Johansen does 
what he does because he enjoys it and because 
he likes music not because he wants to talk to 
people on the phone.
Collette Snowden
I'm in the  
Space 
Race.
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STUART COUPE PROBES 
THE UNKNOWN. . .
Some people close to Led 
Zeppelin believe Jimmy Page’s 
involvement with the occult 
responsible for the death of 
Robert Plant’s five year old 
son.
Others are convinced that 
the fluctuating fortunes of Led 
Zeppelin are directly related to 
Page’s infatuation with English 
occultist Aleister Crowley.
Page has been a disciple of 
Crowley’s magical ideas ifor 
many years. He owns one of 
Crowley’s houses, collects 
Crowley paraphernalia and is 
reported to have the world’s 
second largest collection. He 
used to own and run a 
bookshop in England called 
the Equinox specialising in 
Crowley’s numerous publica­
tions.
Does he like to talk of his in­
terest? No.
"A nd  /  stood upon the sand o f the 
sea, and saw a beast rise up ou t o f the 
sea, having seven heads and ten 
horns, and upon his thorns ten 
crowns, and upon his head the name 
o f blasphemy. . ,
And he had power to give life unto 
the image o f the beast, that the image 
o f the beast should be killed. And he 
causeth all, both small and great, rich 
and poor, free and bond, to receive ay 
mark in their right hand, or in their 
foreheads.
A n d  that no man m ight buy or sell, 
save he that had the mark, or the 
name o f the beast, or the number o f 
his name.
Here is wisdom. Let him that hath 
understanding count the number o f the 
beast: for it  is the number o f a man; 
and his number is six hundred 
threescore and six."
—  Book of Revelations
Aleister Crowley believed with his whole be­
ing that he was a magician and the beast in The 
Book of Revelations. Born in 1875 he soon pro­
ved a monsterous child, firs t called the beast 
by his mother after he mocked her and her 
religion -- she replying that his behaviour 
reminded her of the beast in Revelations.
Crowley then decided to set himself up in 
God’s place and considered himelf The Beast.
“ I am the Beast,I am the world of the Aeon. I 
spend my soul in blazing torrents that roar into 
Night, streams that with molten tongues hiss as 
they lick. I am a hell of a Holy Guru.”
An incident from Crowley’s youth gives in­
dication of his character. He’d been told that 
cats have nine lives so he figured it must be 
almost impossible to kill one: “ I caught a cat, 
and having administered a large dose of 
arsenic,! chloroformed it, hanged it above the 
gas jet, stabbed it, cut its throat, smashed its 
skull, and, when it has been pretty thoroughly 
burnt, drowned it and threw it out of the win­
dow that the fall might remove the ninth life. 
The operation was successful. I was genuinely 
sorry for the animal; I simply forced myself to 
carry out the experiment in the interests of 
pure science.”
Crowley became a member of The Golden 
Dawn, a secret society whose aim was to 
achieve spiritual elevation. Formed late in the 
ninteenth century The Golden Dawn was led by 
S.L. MacGregor Mathers. At its height, the 
order had over 100 members with lodges iri 
London, Paris, Edinburgh, etc.
Whilst in Egypt Crowley allegedly had a vi­
sion suggesting he should become The Golden 
Dawn’s leader. Crowley had joined in 1898 and 
was given the magical name of Brother Per- 
durabo (I Shall Endure). The fight between 
Mathers and Crowley was bitchy.
Mathers sent a vampire after A le i^e r 
counter attacked by sending out his own cur­
rent of evil and destroying the vampire. 
Undetered Mathers caused Crowley’s entire 
pack of bloodhounds to die, caused his servant 
to go mad and try  to kill Mrs. Crowley. Rather 
annoyed, Crowley summoned up the demon 
Beelzebub and 49 attendfant devils, sending 
them after Mathers in Paris. In 1918 Mathers 
finally died from influenza. Those mt he know 
blamed Crowley.
Crowley was a prolific writer. Poetry flowed 
throughout,is life and he’s author of numerous 
books, the most famous being The Book Of The  
Law! dictated to Crowley in 1904 through a 
spirit named Aiwass (summoned by Crowley’s 
wife at the time. Rose Kelly, who had clair­
voyant powers.) Diary Of A Drug Fiend, Magick 
in Theory and Practice , and his occult th rille r 
Moon child are the classics.
Expelled from the Golden Dawn, Crowley 
founded his own society A:© A:© (Argentinum 
Astrum — Silver Star) which had 38 members 
by 1914. More trouble. Mathers went to court 
attempting to stop Crowley publishing The 
Golden Dawn’s secrets in his magazine The 
Equinox.
Enter the Sex Magic incident.
Sex had, to say the least, been crucial to 
Crowley’s existence for most of his life. A volup- 
tous lover of any women wiyhin grasp he ex­
perimented with Sex Magic. In 1912 the leaders 
of a German occult society specialising in sex 
magic and calling themselves The Order Of 
Templars of the Orient were upset that Crowley 
was publishing their secrets in the Quinox. 
Crowley convinced them he’d made the 
discoveries independently and was invited to 
join the ir order, becoming British Head with the 
title  Supreme and Holy King of Ireland, Iona 
and all the Britains that are in the Sanctuary of 
the Gnosis.
The crucial information is in The Book Of 
Lies: “ Let the Adept be armed with his Magick 
Rood and provided with his Mystic Rose.”  (i.e. 
The former is The Phallus and the later The 
Vagina).
Sex magic ceremonies take place between 
men and women and they partake in the ‘Feast 
of the Five Elements’, being expected to be in a 
mystical frame of mind. The five elements in­
clude four from Western occult tradition — 
Wine, Flesh, Fish and Cereals and a fifth, either 
Spirit or Ether. The later purifies the former 
four elements. The union is symbolised by the 
union of Shiva and Shaki, or on the earthly 
plane by sexual union.
It is pointed out that unless the participants 
are in the right frame of mind they will ex­
perience only a common orgasm instead of “ the 
most sublime of all experiences.”
Tis all very complicated, deriving from very 
ancient practices but it wouldn’t  be too cynical 
to suggest that fucking under the right ‘mental’ 
conditions and surrounded by various 
paraphenalia is supposed to raise the con­
sciousness to a never before experienced level 
of awareness. Away you go.
Being a natural boy Crowley was keen to ex­
plore the possibilities of sex magic whenever 
and wherever possible, as often as possi- 
ble.Lust in the name of magic.
Crowley continued his work,the majority of 
which was more concerned with communication 
with spirits than performing miracles.He shav­
ed his head, sharpened his teeth and continued 
travelling, wandering through Europe, Mexico, 
America, Italy, Japan, Ceylon, India, and Egypt. 
He was also an exceptionally keen mountain 
climber, tackling a number of gigantic peaks.
During the First World War he lived in 
America, writing anti-British propoganda and in 
1916 ascended to the high magical grade of 
Magus by going through a self invented 
ceremony in which he baptized a toad as Jesus 
Christ and crucified it, setting himself up in 
Christ’s place and fulfilling a childhood ambi­
tion.
Having discovered mescalin Crowley in­
troduced it into his magical rites but his life was 
without continuity — endless mistresses, 
ceremonies, poverty, w riting his defences 
against newspaper attacks and weird occur­
rences. Stories abounded throughout his life — 
peoplq, going mad, followers being forced to 
drink feats blood, orgies and Crowley’s own ac­
count of shooting a bat which fell on his wife's 
heq,', digging its claws into her hair. During the 
night she had a nightmare, thinking herself the 
bat and clinging to a mosquito net, howling, 
spitting, scratching and biting.
During the 1920’s Crowley set up an Abbey 
in Siqly. Rumours of strange goings on reached 
Mousilini’s government and he was expelled in 
1923. From here on in Crowley’s life was an 
anti-climax. He wandered through Europe, 
became a heroin addict, building to an intake 
of 11 grains a day — sufficient dosage to kill a 
roomfull of people, an eighth of a grain being 
the usual dosage.
Diary of a Drug Fiend was published, show­
ing “ a mystical figure not unlike himself 
benevolently giving edicts the strength to cure 
themselves, although it was his own policy to in­
crease his in take constantly , thus 
demonstrating his superiority to any outside in­
fluence.”
Crowley died on December 1,1947 aged 72.
his reputation remains divided between “ the 
m ok brilliantly gifted of modern magicians” 
and “ the wickedest man in the world.”
DO WHAT THOU WILT SHALL BE THE 
WHOLE OF THE LAW was his motto.
Since his death Crowley has enjoyed a 
degree of hipness and a certain cult following 
but discussions with ‘serious occultist’ lead me 
to believe that he’s not magically vo^e these 
days. Names like Knight and Holzer, Valiente 
and Regardie are bantered around by the com­
mitted.
Strangely enough rock’n’roll bands have 
done most to keep his memory alive. The 
Beatles stuck his mug on the cover of Sgt Pep­
pers — tha t’s him second from left, top row. 
The one with a head like a glass ball. English 
band The Only Ones called the ir second album 
Even Serpeants Shine, singing songs like The  
Beast and The Whole Of The Law. But Page is 
the rock’n’roll name most associated with 
Crowley.
You live in Aleister Crowley’s home?
Page: Yes, it was owned by Aleister Crowley. 
But there were two or three owners before 
Crowley moved into it. It was also a church that 
was burned to the ground with the congrega­
tion in it. And that's the site of the house. 
Strange things have happened in that house 
that have nothing to do with Crowley. The bad 
vibes were already there. A man was beheaded 
there and sometimes you can hear his head roll­
ing down. I haven’t  actually heard it, but a 
friend of mine, who is extremely straight and 
doesn’t  know anything about anything like that 
at all, heard it. He thought it was the cats bungl­
ing about. I wasn’t  there at the time, but he told 
the help, “ Why don’t you let the cats out at 
night? They make a terrib le racket, rolling 
about in the halls.”  And they said, ‘The cats are 
locked in a room every night.”  Then they told 
him the story of the house. So that sort of thing 
was there before Crowley got there. Of course, 
after Crowley there have been suicides, people 
carted off to mental hospitals
And have you no contact w ith  any of the  
spirits?
Page: I d idn ’t  say that. I just said I didn’t hear 
the head roll.
W hat's your attraction to the place?
Page: The unknown. I’m attracted by the 
unknown, but I take precautions. I don’t go 
walking into things blind.
Do you feel safe in the house?
Page: Yeah. Well, all my houses are 
isolated.Many is the time I just stay home alone.
I spend a lot of time near water. Crowley’s
house is on Loch Ness, Scotland. 1 have ano the r 
house in Sussex, where I spend most of my 
time. It ’s quite near London. It’s moated and 
terraces off into lakes. I mean. I could tell you 
things, but it might give people ideas. A few 
things have happened that would freak some 
people out, but I was surprised actually at how 
composed I was. I don’t really want to go on 
about my personal beliefs or my involvement in 
magic. I’m not trying to do a Harrison or a 
Townshend. I’m not interested in turning 
anybody on to anybody that I’m turned on to 
© © © '©  if people want to find things, they find 
them themselves. I’m a firm  believer in that.
Enter Kenneth Anger, child actor extraor­
dinaire, scene monger, film maker, Crowley 
devotee and aulpr of Hollywood mudraker 
Hollywood Babylon. Anger has been a long term 
Crowley disciple,, having been introduced to his 
work by Jack Parsons who was closely involved 
with Crowley near the end.
Anger quoted Crowley in the  intro to 
Hollywood Babylon — ‘Every Man and Every 
Woman in a Star.’ He holds to a rather far fetch­
ed theory that ail the Hollywood acting stars are 
initiates of Crowley’s Order of the Silver Star. 
Hollywood Babylon has 33 chapters represen­
ting 33 degrees of Masonic initiation. Yelp, 
now it does get confusing.
The Silver Star is the inner sanctum of sefcret 
societies and apparently i t ’s possible to be a 
member w ithout even knowing the order of ex­
ists. This could occur due to characteristics ex­
hibited by Hollywood stars, i.e., extreme self­
absorption and egomania. Anger: “ All the 
Hollywood Babylonians gave themselves to the 
dark forces, the angels of fire, with no holding 
back. Clara Bow, for instance, used to gang- 
bang with an entire football team.”  Her 
reward? “ An inncjer wisdom.”
THe story goes that Anger and Page met at a 
book auction in London, both bidding for some 
rare Crowley books. Page won and Anger got 
shitty.“ I can never compete with rock stars at 
auctions. They’ve got so much money”  he 
lamented in Australia recently.
Anger commissioned Page to compose the 
soundtrack for Lucifer Rising, Anger’s current 
project. He’s already used Mick dagger’s moog 
meandering as the score for invocation of My 
Demon Brother, early sixties rock’n’roll in Scor­
pio Rising and ELO’s El Derado suite for In­
auguration of the Pleasure Dome.
The score wasn’t delivered on time. That’s 
when the bitchiness started. Auger sacked 
Page in absentia and started spreading stories 
about Page’s ‘problem’ — something to do with 
needles and a track record that had nothing to 
do with album sales.
Said Anger: “ Even though he gave me a 
room to work in his house in London, and the 
use of the editing console that was used for the 
Led Zepplin concert movie so that I could use 
the equipment to work on Lucifer Rising, he 
was never around, wouldn’t return by calls. He
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PAUL RUSSELL Main Man
by dot spacek
Behind the transparent black cur­
tains on his executive office, Paul 
Russell, the new managing director of 
CBS Records, works long days, his 
silhouette falling against a city scape. 
More often than not, there’s a phone 
in his hand, and he’s gesticulating and 
raising his voice as he shoots en­
thusiasm down the receiver. Russell 
welcomes young and ragged jour­
nalists into his abode with the same 
genial grin he gives to top executives..
. Paul Russell would probably walk up 
to a rabid dingo with a smile on his 
face and a copy of the Mi Sex album in 
his hand.
“ I keep getting deja vus,”  Russell enthuses 
over hi^ huge desk. . . ‘T ha t’s why I’m always 
yelling down the phone that The Angels are go­
ing to be the Stones of the eighties. This place 
continually reminds me of London in the 60’s — 
there’s that same unsophistated, just breaking 
out feeling, with lots of talent around!”
Russell arrived in Australia late last year 
from CBs headquarters in New York — the 
‘White House’ of one of the largest record com­
panies in the world. And CBS Records accounts 
for only one quarter (approximately) of the total 
profit of CBS Inc., to which it is a subsidiary. 
CBS is one of the oldest and most powerful cor­
porations in America. Apart from it ’s broad­
casting network (TV, radio and satellite), the 
company also operates the Pacific Stereo and hi 
fi equipment stores, the Discount records 
chain, the Columbia Record and tape Club, and 
a musical instrument division that manufac­
tures Fender guitars, Steinway pianos, Leslie 
speakers, Rhodes electric pianos and Rogers 
drums.
, The CBS Records chain of command is 
spread eagled in a corporate structure as com­
plex as the American govt., with hundreds of 
people working under a myriad of long winded 
titles — a network of shared responsibilities.
Russeir,s arrival in Australia sounded like an 
alarm at CBS headquarters, perched on the 
ninth floor of a modern office block in Sydney’s 
fashionable North Shore. Slowly the shock 
waves began to be felt in the industry too. A 
and R men were seen prowling the rock and roll 
haunts in search of new talent; wild, drunken 
parties were held at the company’s expense, 
and previously blocked channels between CBS 
and the bedrock rock press were rapidly 
unclogged. In a matter of months, the com­
pany’s image changed from that of a stodgy 
maiden aunt, to that of a vibrant, get-up-and- 
go-er, personified by Russell, the company’s 
new leader.
‘‘ I’m told that before I arrived some people 
looked on C.B.S. as a sleeping giant. In my view 
the company is (and always has been) excellent 
— we’ve only added one person so the essential 
change has been in attitude-trying to get 
creativity and lousiness more in balance.
‘‘My forte? I guess it ’s working out contracts. 
I've been doing that for years, long before I join­
ed CBS. In America I worked on everything from
Julio Flezias to ELO’s international contract. 11 
sounds exciting — lots of flying around, yelling 
and screaming — but most of the time it was 
pretty dull.
‘ ‘ If I have another strength I th ink it is 
marketing. I have some definite ideas on con­
cepts. If there’s a motto I guess it ’s horses for 
courses . ‘‘ If Mi Sex have an album go platinum 
we won’t hold a reception, we’ll have a celebra­
tion and people can be falling over pin ball 
machines and having a good time.
Paul Russell began his career as a London 
lawyqr. His law practice involved him with the 
legal affairs of many rock—pop artists, in­
cluding Engelbert Humperdinck, Led Zeppelin 
and Tom Jones. One of his clients were a young 
band called Arrival, who became involved in a 
lengthy wrangle with their record company, 
CBS. As the band’s representative, Russel was 
brought into contact with CBS man, Dick Asher, 
the English company’s managing director. 
When Russell describes Asher, he very subtely 
introduces an analogy between Asher’s role in 
London and his own in Australia. Asher arrived 
in England in the late sixties and Russell watch­
ed the company change from one he disliked to 
one he greatly admired under the new direc­
tives. Although their business dealings were 
not always pleasant, both men were impressed 
with the other’s performance. It d idn’t take 
long for CBS to make Russell an offer.
‘ ‘They asked to meet me over lunch, and 
because I was wearing denim jeans and a T- 
shirt, I picked a local coffe? shop as the place 
. . I arrived just as the chauffeur driven 
limousines pulled up and a host of well dressed 
CBS men piled out. They mopped their brows a 
lot and looked very uncomfortable sitting in 
that little  coffee bar, but they persevered tell­
ing me again and again through the luncheon 
what a great company CBS was. When they ask­
ed me to join, I nearly fell off my chair with sur­
prise. I hadn’t expected it at a ll.”
In 1973, Russell became the director of 
Business Affairs for CBS England. ‘‘ I saw the 
chance to get into the sharp end of the music 
business and to travel — I didn’t want to be a 
London lawyer for the rest of my life.”  Then, in 
’76 came the move to New York, where 
Russell’s new title  was almost too long to fit on 
his door.
‘As Vice-President and Assistant to the 
President of CBS International, I shouldered 
some of the president’s immense work load, but 
I was not so much a right hand man as a go- 
between the President, the CBS corporate staff 
and the CBS companies around the world — 
making sure that what he wanted actually got 
done.”  "
After eighteen months came the next promo­
tion. Although the title. Vice President of Ad­
ministration didn’t sound as impressive, it was 
a step up.
‘ ‘At a certain point, they issue you with a 
phone that rings direct into an inner circle of 
executives, by-passing all the secretaries”  (A 
sort of CBS bat phone) ‘‘When you get one of 
those, you know something good is happening 
to you.”
Three years.later, Russel was asked—inform­
ed of the position awaiting him in Australia. Did 
he have any choice? ‘‘Well, sort of.”  (Perhaps 
Afghanistan?)
As managing director of CBS Australia, 
Russell, would be his own boss answerable only 
to the company’s chairman.
The appointment was a strategic one for CBS 
. . putting such a valued personage in control 
was a sign that they wanted to strengthen their 
position in the Australian market. At the 
time, CBS’s most successful Australasian band, 
Dragon were disintegrating after a stormy 
association (which had been publicly aired by 
the country’s rock media) the company had 
recently acquired the promising New Zealand 
band. Mi Sex and were negotiating over the 
world rights to Australia’s top band, The 
Angels.
‘ ‘One of the firs t things that I did was to go 
after the Angels. I’d heard a tape of their firs t 
album in England, and I thought they were 
great. When I heard they were signing to CBS 
America, I said, ‘you’ve gotta get this band for 
the world, especially Australia — they’re really 
big there !’ (The Angels swapped from EMI to 
CBS late last year)
As the Angels first album is being released 
and picked up by American radio stations, 
Russell is watching from the back row stalls.
‘‘ I t ’s very exciting watching bands break into 
overseas markets. Watching the Clash go into 
America was a highlight I remember, and I’m 
convinced that Mi Sex will happen abroad. I’m 
convinced that The Angels will happen abroad 
— when the head of the entire company rings 
you up to say he likes the album, you know 
something’s happening.”
Russell is an optimist, a positivist, who likes 
to paint the world in as bright a way as possible. 
Although he admits that Australian retailers 
strike him as a little too ‘‘unsophisticated’, the 
majority of his words about Australia are filled 
with optimism.
“ I fond Australia much more exciting than I’d 
expected. This country has a sort of rock and 
roll farm system where the venues and the 
geography spawn these acts who can play and 
make money and live. If people want to rise to 
the top, they’ve got a better show, more lights, 
more money to help them get there. For me, it ’s 
definitely more exciting than America or 
England at the moment. In America, everything 
is immediately broken down into categories of 
music and in England, everything’s too close. 
One venuer will cover a large proportion of the 
available territory.
“ In Australia, people will try things ’cos 
there’s no one to tell them they won’t work. Ob­
viously there’s no point in re-inventing the 
wheel there are methods that have been 
tried and proven to work overseas, but when 
you start to talk about the creative aspects — 
how you market an album ie. can you use black 
on black on an album cover? (As the new Angels 
album will have —ED) What order should the 
songs be in? Do you even have to put the damn 
name of the band on the cover? There’s eight 
million people in England and America who’ll 
tell you, ‘we tried that and it didn’t work,’ but in 
Australia, no-one tells the people so they try 
things and sometimes they do work. A market 
that is geographically isolated makes its own 
mistakes but it also makes its own discoveries. 
That’s what’s great about this country.”
In the Paul Russell scheme of things (or the 
one he tries to engender), the company is fami­
ly. Each individual has responsibilities, and a
certain amount of faith vested in them by their 
boss. If they fuck up, the company’s father 
figure is disappointed. If they do a good job, 
Russell swells with pride.
The relationship between record company 
and artists should be equally chummy. “ The 
relationship between the company and its 
bands should be a partnership, both working 
side by side.When Dragon had the ir final gig, 
we had a party. They had made the company a 
lot of money, but equally it ’s nice to end things 
on that note.”
“ It ’s a very small country here, a|hd the 
reputation of the company is tantarrlount. I 
don’t want to get into the situation of signing 
acts ju s tio r  the sake of signing them. That way 
ryoo don’t do a good job, and the band becomes 
unhappy.”  \
Another Russell maxim is this: an active com­
pany is a happy company. The last six mobths 
have been hectic as CBS puts the rule into ef­
fect.
“ I try to t)ring as many overseas acts as 
possible to the country. That reminds everyone / 
that th e y ^ e  part of'a record company — th e /' 
artist'stops being just a product and starts be^ 
ing a person. A large part of your tirpe and ef­
fort jgoes/into the overseas acts, who bre in the 
short term financially more important.”
/  That is one of the major blight of an overseas 
company working in a foreign market. The com­
pany base usually puts precedence on the 
overseas talent instead of the local product,, 
and effectively squelches that market (after afl 
there’s a limited amount of money that the'^ 
public will spend on records. . . phe Elibn 
Foley sale might mean one less 'Mental^ As 
Anything sale) For a man in his position it's 
pretty natural to claim that the overseas pro­
duct provides the company’s muscle (if he 
didn’t he’d be booted out rapidly), but Russell 
also claims that the Australian stable can be 
broadened and that he personally finds this 
part of his job the most exciting. At the time of 
writing, signed acts include Mi Sex, The Angels, 
Marc Hunter, Mark Williams, Malcolm Mc- 
Callum and newly signed Sydney band Outline.
“ We’re going to sign every act that can sell 
records and be a success. Now that may be 
twenty — but I doubt it. There’s a mathematical 
ceiling as tb how many acts you can sign and 
make money with. I th ink it will get to the point 
where the com pany^nd the market can sup­
port about eight to ten acts
“ I think that competition for local artists will 
get stronger, a n d ^h a t will happen is that acts 
will get signed a mt earlier. Now tha t’s a boon of 
sorts — it enabres you to work with the artist 
from an earlier ̂ a te  and therefore short circuit 
a few m is take^bu t it can also be a bad thing if 
you rush in'SHa record (which is a very expen­
sive th f r ^ o  do in this countiry) before the band 
are ready. There’s nothing wrong with signing 
an act, laying down a few tracks to see what 
they sound like, then waiting.
. ‘We’re not interested in signing acts to sell 
straight into someone else’s hands. . . the ’ 
not about to sign an artist, and then put them 
straight into someone else’s hands © © ©  the 
Australian stable is very important to  me, 
because we have total control over everything 
that we’re do ing... I like tha t” .
One common criticism oTtffe major record 
companies, is that the ir work is hampered by 
out of step directive^ from the ir overseas head­
quarters, but Russell denies any interference.
“ We are not controlled by overseas direc­
tives — on a creative level, we have 99 per cent 
control over what we’re doing; on a business 
level, slightly less. . . if I wanted to record a 
Mi Sex album, then I just go ahead and do it, 
but if 1 want to launch a world wide tour, ob­
viously I have to confer with the overseas bran­
ch.
‘CBS Australia signs its own acts, markets its 
own records, makes its own records and sells 
its own records. Peter Dawkins is the com­
pany’s house producer. . it has its own art 
department — it doesn’t need to go anywhere 
to sign an act and have a hit. It can be done 
without any outside reference.”
“ I don’t want to sound conceited but I really 
am the one that can help the CBS local talent 
get going outside Australia. After seven years 
with CBS — a large part spent travelling to all 
major markets around the world, I know how 
the CBS world wide machine operates and who 
pulls the levers I have a personal relationship 
with many of these people — I used to go to 
barbeques at the head of Epic’s hom ^ so I can 
just pick up the phone. /
“ Bullshit is an inherent part of the music 
business. Cutting through it and getting 
straight answer to difficult questions is ob­
viously an advantage.”
First and foremost, Paul Russell is an astute 
businessman. Sometimes it seems like his 
smiles belong to the company (inside and out­
side CBS, getting people is part of his job) but 
Russell doesn’t switch the smile on at nine and 
off at five. . . and of course many of his 
business freinds are also his social companions. 
Paul has held parties at his home, fnviting many 
representatives of the press and introducing 
them to his wife and friends.
And while the ex lawyer shakes some action 
(babay) into the Antipodes, where is the man 
who was stirring up the action in England over 
a decade ago, the first CBS man to impress Paul 
Russell? Nowadays, Diels Asher is president of 
the CBS group, one of a handful at the top of 
the CBS pyramid. If Russell follows in his 
footsteps, Australia wil be just one of the stepp­
ing stones along the way.
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yVhen / arrive at the Fulham home of THE BIR- 
THDA Y PARTY f  formerly known as THE BOYS 
NEXT DOOR + Phi! Calvert Is doing the dishes. 
While the rest o f the band sleep on upstairs after a 
late-night song-writing session and Phi! and / 
discuss the slog involved in getting established in 
London, he systematically works his way through 
an assortment o f cups and dishes, scrubs dutifully 
at blackened saucepans and dismantles the gas 
cooker to remove the residue o f what appears to 
be a week o f non-stop frying.
The band arrived in London on March 1st, 
but so far, due to a state of non-equipment, 
they haven’t played yet. They plan to stay for 8 
months +  spreading the word and getting a 
contract so that they can record as much as 
they like.
So why the change of name? “ Well", says 
Phil, “ it was inevitable. I mean, there are so 
many bands around called ‘The Boys’. Head- 
boys, Dead Boys there’s even a band over
haven't taken much notice of us” .
“ Yeah — making phone calls while we played 
them the album” .
here called ‘The Kids Next Dor’ ! He spots a dus- 
“  ■- -3d|tii------”ty brea ^ n on the table. “ I II just give this a 
wipe while I’m here” , he says. A drummer’s 
work is never done.
He is just contemplating cleaning the fridge 
when Nick Cave emerges and proceeds to con­
coct something edible from parsley, tomato 
paste, spaghetti and vast quantities of garlic. 
When Tracy comes downstairs, he, Nick and 
myself go off in search of a cafe, leaving Phil, 
Mick and girlfriend, Katy, watching “ The Shoes 
of The Fisherman”  on TV.
Over coffee and strawberry milkshakes in 
what is apparently called “ The Food Open 
Cafe”  (Wry British humour — ed.), we get down 
to the serious business of discussing the soon- 
to-be-released “ Birthday Party” album. Just 
how soon depends on whether or not a contract 
eventuates.
“ We’ll probably release it independently — 
just to get it out as soon as possible” , says Nick. 
“ Because Keith, our manager, isn’t here yet a 
lot of the record companies we've been to
Other people, though, have been taking 
notice — notably John Peel who’s been playing 
tracks from ‘Door, Door' and the ‘Hee Haw’ E.P. 
on Radio One. There’s also the possibility that 
they could be doing a John Peel “ session” . - 
“ But we made the mistake of being born in 
Australia” , says Mick, who has joined us for cof­
fee. “ The BBC recording studios that Peel uses 
are free you see, so they really only do it if 
you’re from an EEC country” .
“ What happens” , Tracy explains, “ is that 
John Peel takes a band he’s interested in and 
gets them to record for — does anybody know? 
— for two days say — then those tapes are his 
property and he plays them on his radio show” .
Considering the clout that John Peel has 
with record buyers in the U.K., any band that is 
chosen for such a session can rightly feel pretty 
optimistic about getting a recording contract 
and good sales. So how does “ The Birthday Par­
ty ”  album compare to the previous album and 
E.P.?
discuss ‘Door Door'. “ It’s unfortunate” , says 
Nick. “ It always takes so long for our records to 
be released that the group always changes 
drastically in the meantime. This new album is 
so remote from ‘Door Door’ — the first side of 
that was done over a year and a half ago. 
Hopefully, this will be more representative of 
the band” .
describes as a complete contrast to the single. 
“ It’s very sombre — monumental I suppose you 
could call it ” . Then there;s ‘Hat’s On Wrong’ - 
also by Nick — ‘Guilt Parade’ and ‘Waving My 
Arms’ by Rowland, plus ‘Red Clock’ and ‘Death 
by Drowning’ from the EP and a re-mix of ‘Hair 
Shirt’ .
Why does he think, then, that the band is so 
subject to change? “ Well, one of the main 
reasons, I think, is a reaction from being in the 
studio” .
“ And” , Mick adds, “ whereas most groups 
have a set formula for success — we don’t — so 
we’re free to move towards what we’re in­
terested in” .
“ Our records are never a final statement” , 
Nick continues. “ Other groups put out albums 
that are so definitive that they trap themselves, 
whereas we’re really open-ended” .
Track by track, the album lines up like this:
‘Mr. Clarinet’ — the new single, which I’m 
told “ has a really lively, joyous feel to it, lot’s of 
clanging instruments. There’s very much a par­
Nick: “ Well, it ’s taken the live-ish sound that 
the E.P. had — so it s a lot rawer and more 
spontaneous — not nearly so studio-oriented” .
“ The music’s less tied down to mundane 
rhythms and melodies” , says Mick.
“ In one way the tracks on the album are 
similar to the E.P. in that they all have iden­
tities and personalities of their own. The at­
mospheres in them are more diverse though 
from song to song and they’re mostly good 
live songs too. The other good thing about this 
album is that it s incredibly self contained” .
And it is too. The guys produced the album 
themselves in January at Richmond Studios, 
Nick’s doing the cover art for both the album 
and the single, and of the 10 tracks, 9 are
originals.
ask why they all seem disinclined to
ty atmosphere about i t ” .
‘Happy Birthday’, the B-side (previously 
available on Crystal Ballroom Records), is, as 
the name suggests, much in the same vein, as 
well as being the inspiration behind the new 
name.
“ Yeah” , says Nick, denying rumours that he 
is changing his name to Nick Cake, “ it ’s an ex­
tension of that theme. You know — happy, par- 
tyish overtones” .
“ It sounds like we’re a fun band but we’re 
not” , adds Mick.
“ The new name immediately evokes an at­
mosphere that ‘The Boys Next Door’ didn’t ” , 
Nick goes on. “ It’s supposed to have a fairly 
ironic touch I guess — although that’s not to 
say that our music’s morbid or anything” .
Other new tracks on the album include 
‘Friend Catcher’ , which Nick wrote and
The 10th track is an old Gene Vincent song 
— ‘Cat Man’. “ We heard it in a record shop — it 
was actually one of our manager’s favourite 
songs when he was younger and we felt that 
it related to us musically” .
The inevitable question — how do they think 
they’ll go over here? They think\« while about 
this one.
“ Well” , says Nick, “ We’ve been made so con­
scious of the English scene (Haven’t we all!). 
The way the music papers write about the 
young bands over here — they’ve really been 
blown up to be so talented. I thought we’d be in­
undated with a new way of looking I guess 
I’ve been disappointed” .
“ Let’̂  say — none of us have been overawed 
by what we’ve seen of the live bands here” , 
says Tracy.
“ We wanted to take this opportunity to 
develop and absorb. When we came here 
though I’d just look at everyone and take it all 
in, but it ’s been quite the opposite” .
Have they seen anyone so far who has im­
pressed them?
“ The Pop Group” .
“ I saw the Cramps. They’re American but 
they’re about the most exciting thing I’ve seen 
since I’ve been here. We’ve noticed that bands 
over here don’t play very much. We want to 
play as much as we can” , Nick tells me. “ I don’t 
like the idea of album-tour-album-tour at all. 
Playing live is very important to us. I’ve got a lot 
of confidence that, judging by what we’ve seen, 
we can do really well here” .
May I say — that makes two of us.
— Jane Simon
first single on REGULAR record"
special 10 inch 3  track limited edition A  (thru festival) C
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and if the keyboard player is not playing, she 
will light up a cigarette and pensively cbnr- 
template all things out of this world. And so the 
whole thing strikes me as being soxlated.
^bande-with women in them! It’s tunny to think 
that for the last 25 years close to half the 
human race has been excluded from rock and 
roll.
You know, I thought the best part of punk 
and the new wave was the way that gap 
between band and audience was destroyed. I f 
there were 100 people at a punk dance 50 of 
them were probably in a band or forming one, 
and you could stand there and see your mate 
from down the road playing in a band, and you 
knew if you could get your hands on a guitar you 
could blow him or her off the stage.
So when I see Zero consciously widening the 
gap, consciously developing their role as artists 
and pursuing the ir art with a capital ‘A’ with 
such diligence, and now of all things billing 
themselves as “ The Zerg Show”  with Musik 
(note the ‘k ’) and Visuals (Isn’t  he the singer in 
the Human League?) I begin to wonder how far 
the last three or four years have actually taken 
us. •.
So what else is shaking. Not much really. 
Bands come and go and some like the Humans, 
the Lemmings anO the Riptides are always 
-there. Those three would have to be the 
hardest working bands around town, and for 
that reason desperately need to get out of 
Brisbane quickly; Audiences are so easily ex­
hausted and bands get over-exposed so quick­
ly. Not that there is a shortage of venues — 
quite the opposite in fact because with 
nightclubs like the Silver Dollar, Pipps, 
Romeos, Rocky’s, pubs like the Brisbane and 
the Jindalee, not to mention campuses, there is 
a veritable glut of places to play. But there just 
aren’t the crowds to fill them. It’s a case of the 
same bands and the same audience in different 
venues every night.
BRISBANE
As has been my w^ht for the last 
seven or eight years, or however long 
the show’s been going, I’ve been spen­
ding my Sunday evenings glued to the 
T.V. set watching Countdown, hanging 
on Molly’s every word and diligently 
noting the name and hairdo of every 
new discovery. Molly sees his way 
clear to showing us. So in the the last 
couple of weeks I couldn’t  help but 
notice the proliferation of new 
Australian bands, armed with in­
dependent singles, who via the 
marvels of television have graced our 
living rooms. And I can’t  help but 
wonder what a Brisbane band other 
than the horrific Moscos and Stone 
must do to get the nod from Molly.
For example, in the last month or two, three 
singles, "Freud" by the Sharks, "Work it  O ut" 
by 42nd Street and "Tomorrow's Tears" by the 
Riptides have received airplay on local commer­
cial radio and a fourth, "Drinking Pina Colada" 
by Freefall (a definite case of opportunism I’d 
say) was a rather sizable hit up here. Now even 
ignoring the firs t three because they were by 
New Wave bands, I was surprised Freefall’s 
smooth, funky reggae never saw the light of 
television. After all, i t ’s the type of thing 
Australian commercial radio is made of.
And those four are by no means the end of 
the story. Half of Brisbane seems to have 
records out these days. There’s an E.P. by a 
band called Fun Things which is fast and frantic 
and well played with good songs to boot. 
Though I must admit, the best part is sitting 
down with all four songs and trying to pick 
which is the Radio Birdman song, which the 
New Dolls, which the Stooges and which one 
the Chris Bailey style of vocals.
Speaking of whom, Chris and Ivor Hay made 
the ir return to Brisbane with a night at Pipps 
Nightclub and half of Corinda seemed to be 
there. I loved them, and not because of some 
nostalgia kick, but because Chris Bailey is 
writing some good songs, and in the Saints he 
has a band with a sound all of its own. Chris is 
such a unique frontman, casual but assured, 
deadpan but also rivetting, and I th ink his vocal 
performance on the “ Paralytic Tonight, Dublic 
Tomorrow”  E.P. beats anything he’s ever done.
But enough of that, I seem to be straying 
from the matter at hand i.e. what’s new in 
Brisbane. O.K., so I’ll tell you about my fave 
rave local band of the moment. They're called 
the Toy Watches, and if I never get to see the 
Undertones or the Buzzcocks, I guess I will be 
able to say at least I saw the Toy Watches. And 
here’s another clue as to what they are like. 
They write songs with titles like "She's a Mess", 
"Hawaii", "Hole in my Heart" and "M y Baby's 
been Away too Long" and every one's a real life 
excursion into the joys and traumas of teendom 
all rolled up into slices of hook-laden pop. 
They’ve recorded "Hawaii"as a single and, you 
guessed it, no one really knew how to twiddle 
the knobs on the mixing desk; but despite it all, 
there’s still enough magic left to make it essen­
tial listening when it comes out in a week or 
two. I th ink it ’s a pity everyone in Australia 
can’t see them. So why don’t you all come to 
Brisbane and catch the Toy Watches before 
they do something stupid like break up?
Now there’s a club in Brisbane called Rockys 
and it ’s something like a Salvation Army can­
teen which could be why the police have stayed 
away to date. Anyway, every Tuesday night four 
or five bands play there and though there is no 
scene as such the club does provide a venue for 
quite a few bands who could rather loosely be 
described as avant garde. Now what I don't like 
about all this self-styled music is its almost total 
lack of humour and soul. Take for example Mute 
44 (dig the conceptual name).
Now there’s a club in Brisbane called Rockys 
and i t ’s something like a Salvation Army can­
teen which could be why the police have stayed
away to date. Anyway, every Tuesday night four 
or five bands play there and though there is no 
scene as such the club does provide a venue for 
quite a few bands who could rather loosely be 
described as avant garde. Now what I don’t  like 
about all this self-styled new music is its almost 
total lack of humour and soul. Take for example 
Mute 44 (dig the conceptual name). The band is 
a four piece, fronted by a woman, backed by 
three men who put out a thin, scratchy sound 
with guitar, bass and drums, and I can tell you.
But having said all that, let me perhaps 
qualify myself by saying at least most of these 
bands are writing and playing the ir own 
material and not simply stringing together a col­
lection of Clash, Sex Pistols and Damned 
covers, as seems to be the case with so many 
Brisbane bands past and present. I t ’s just that 
the whole thing of rock musician as suffering ar­
tis t gets up my nose. But when you see four 
bands, the aforementioned Mute 44 and Zero 
along with the Silent Figures and the Swell 
Guys, and they could all rather loosely f it  under 
the umbrella of avant garde, and they all have 
women in the ir ranks, well you must admit here 
is something significant happening. And I 
guess, for me, that is the most important point. 
Forget the avant garde bit, at last we have
Finally, here’s something that might interest 
a few people with long memories. Bruce Anthon 
(famed dabbler in all things 60’s — Who 
remembers the Survivors with the ir early to 
mid 60's British Beat, or the 45’s with their* 
60’s R and B or Sleeper and the ir American 
psychedelic?) is back with his old cohort Jim 
Dixon on bass — and guess who’s on lead 
vocals. Give up? I t ’s none other than Mick 
Hadley, lead singer with that legendary 
Brisbane combo of the 60's, the Purple Hearts. 
Yes, the very same Purple Hearts who once 
sported Lobby Lloyd on lead guitar. They’re 
called the Shakers and, wow, what a note to 
finish on!
SCOTT MATHESON
it ’s frowns all round when they play. It seems to 
me, in Brisbane at least, there is a misconcep­
tion amongst many people that, if you do away 
with tunes, add a few synthesizer squeaks and 
squawks and chuck in the odd discord, you are 
immediately modern. Am I being reactionary or 
something? But playing Gang of Four songs 
doesn't necessarily make you the Gang of 
Four.I’ll need a lot of persuasion to be convinc­
ed bands like the Gang of Four, PIL, Joy Divi­
sion and the ir ilk aren’t the tru ly  modern 
bands. They’re all busy tearing traditional rock 
music apart, stripping it away to its bones, and 
once they’ve got the basics, redefining. And 
here’s the important part, if you can’t dance to 
a Gang of Four record you should be in hospital. 
But Mute 44 music sounds like it was made in 
bed.
PERTH
WHITEPIDER TO THE WORLD
Another band doing things modern is Zero. 
With a line up of two men (occasionally three) 
and two women playing guitar, bass, keyboard 
and drums, they do put out an enjoyable, 
danceable sound via a collection of covers and 
some rather catchy originals. Their obvious 
reference points would be Wire and the Gang of 
Four, but, kids, there’s no soul. An at this point 
things get to be a bit suspect. The songs (which 
are good) are punctuated with segments of 
studied dialogue which is just plain boring. 
They take no chances yet I am sure they believe 
they’re breaking new ground. Are conceptual 
and modern synonymous? Rather I'd say Zero 
are on a collision course with cabaret, not set­
ting new trends for the 80 ’s. I might be getting 
a bit carried away here and I’m sure I've left 
myself open to so much criticism, but really, 
pretension has them in a headlock. No adlibb- 
ing, no one even hints at falling over on a stage.
Mark Edwards is a fairly adept 
businessman. In five years he has v ir­
tually single-handedly built up his 
shop White Rider Records from a 
sullen linoleum and grey walled 
wasteland which featured cheap im­
ported albums offered to the public in 
the English brown cardboard boxes 
they arrived in, to Perth’s premier 
singles emporium featuring imported 
golden oldies, independent releases, 
the latest new wave, and of course, 
the current top forty. He was the first 
record shop proprietor in the West to 
provide video taped entertainment for 
his customers, a move which has now 
been mimmicked by his contem­
poraries.
The move was a long time coming. Ail it really 
needed was a little  finance and some initiative. 
But it seems that most people would prefer to 
play it safe. Is this the attitude that Stiff was 
founded on?
Financially, The Scientists record is the big­
gest setback. The band subsidised studio time 
but White Rider paid for the pressing, cover 
and distribution costs. With The Rockets, the 
main burden was met by the band, with the 
label serving largely as a means of distribution.
While not expecting to become the next 
Robert Stigwood, Mark Edwards has chosen 
“ popular good rocking bands”  (no, not sell 
outs) and should at least break even. Once 
some of the funds have been recovered he will 
look to record more up and coming Perth 
bands.
However, more important is his latest ven­
ture; the launching of his own record label. And 
what better to call it than White Rider Records. 
Initial releases are Mean Mistress/Little Donna 
by The Rockets and an extended play by The 
Scientists featuring Pissed On Another 
Planet/Last Night/Bet Ya Lyin’/ l t ’s For Real.
It was my initial intention to review the two 
singles but rather than borrow the thunder of 
my contemporary on the singles page, I shall 
simply say that each single represents the 
undeniable talent of the two bands and that 
they are the best independent releases since 
the last Peter Lillee single. If they don’t appeal, 
have you tried taxidermy?
The venture is mainly in order to encourage 
and service local groups by providing a better 
means of distributing independent releases.
Look out for White Rider Records, the label 
with the quasi-Hollywood figure riding a banana 
(yes, you can colour it in), in better independent 
shops today.
KIM  W ILLIAMS
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F E f l T U R i n C  T D D O  R U n D G R E H
EACH ADVENTURE UNFOLDS BEFORE 
YOUR VERY EARS ON A TRACK OF ITS OWN
JOIN THE GOOD BAND, "UTOPIA" -  AND 
CRUISE THROUGH 10 EXHILARATING "ADVENTURES
R E c n r a s  e  t r e e s
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Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons 
Martinis, Melbourne.
The Falcons don't fit easily into any musical 
category. The British press describe them as 
‘Ska /  R&B’ and ‘Ska cum Bluebeat’.
In fact they are both of these and a lot more. The 
foundation stones of the current band are Joe 
Camilleri and his energy. Add a few layers of history, 
including numerous line up changes over several 
years, the interlude with the Falconettes, the 
frustrations of ‘almost made it’ singles and IPs and 
the nett result is the basis of a top-level band.
And the structure of the 1980 Falcons is the only 
ratiaial way to describe their sound. A powerful, 
slightly maniacal, drummer Gary Young, combining 
with an extremely solid (pardon the pun, John) 
bassman, John Power, lays down a bottom line rhyth- 
m section that can provide variety in style and 
maintain an uncompromising rock'n'roll flavour.
Camilleri’s vocals, sax and guitar are as distinctive 
as any band could want in a front man. Joe is a 
performer. He likes playing up to audiences. He likes 
running around on stage, and he passionately loves 
entertainirg crowded, half drunken audiences. 
Initially copying Mick dagger's on-stage approach, 
Joe has now developed a singularly Falcons per­
sonality. He’s fun to watch.
The third main factor is Wilbur Wilder. His is a 
hallmark of the Falcons and adds extra dimension 
too their sound. His playing is sometimes bluesy, at 
times jazzy and as one observer noted, “ Saxophone 
always gets me in. Even an average sax player can’t 
fail to strike chords of melancholy humour into a 
band". But Wilbur is far from average. At one per­
formance I saw, he joined Joe, who also plays 
saxophone, for a heart-ripping dual sax solo, that had 
the audience jumping out of their seats and into the 
aisles disregarding the ferocious hall attendants. 
Wilbur has taken up keyboards as well, and has 
proven a mastery of that instrument is a very short 
period of time.
The two guitarists, Jeff Burstin and Tony Faehse, 
complete the Jo Jo Zep picture with a predominantly 
blues-rock feel. It is their guitar work that highlights 
the band’s variety and ability to blend ska, reggae, 
blues and rock’n’roll into a unified and consistently 
Falcons style.
The only way to describe The Falcons is to create 
an awareness of all these factors. They simply do not 
fit into any comfortable musical category. It is 
because of this that Jo Jo Zep and The Falcons have 
earnt the recognition and success that they have. 
They are original and continually changing. The band 
playing at the end of the national tour will be dif­
ferent to the band that started.
Martinis is as packed as ever. So packed that I 
can’t even get into the main room to see the band. I 
can hear them alright, but taking notes ‘blind’ is a 
difficult way to do a gig review. I make my way back to 
the kitchen but even there it ’s hard to see the band 
over the sea of bopping heads.
Jo Jo Zep and The Falcons are playing a lot of new 
material and the best of their older stuff. You Made A 
Fool Out Of Me — a M ick^ Jupp song of Screaming 
Targets is a sleazy blues introduction — jumping Jo 
Jo into the mood of things. This is followed by a 
raucous Down The Road A Piece and then the band 
takes off into the Camilleri-Burstin-Faeshe com­
position, Shape I’m In. Shouts and cheers of ap­
probation welcome Jo Jo Zep back to the touring 
circuit, after their three month absence.
“ Baby you, got me in the shape I’m in’’, sings the 
audience. “ Baby you, got me in the shape I’m in’’, 
replies Joe. Wilbur breaks into the sax riff, driving 
the house crazy. Loads of old time noise lends an 
anarchistic flavour to the event.
Burstin and Faehse guitars wail and cry at full 
blast. Power’s bass and Young’s drumming pound 
like finely-tuned diesel engines. Camilleri and Wilde 
share the sax solo, ozzing lust and devil-may-care.
Soccer-style chants of “ Ohhhhh, oh. Ohhhhh, oh” 
issue from the rear of the room. Shape I’m In is a big 
favorite. It’s not only commercially popular, but is 
one of those rare songs that appeal to the serious 
audiophile as well.
Sound engineer, Graeme Fraser, twiddles dials, 
knobs and switches for the intro of a new song. Pencil 
white beams and alternating blue and white 
spotlights strike up a dramatica effect as Joe sings, 
“ Let itg o /H e ’sa puppet on a string/Such a stupid 
fellow.’’
Puppet On A String is planned to take track one on 
side one of the forthcoming album. Joe sings it 
sympathetically, his throat performing vocal 
athletics, his arms and legs dangling puppet-like, his 
head bouncing as if it was attached to his neck with a 
pair of loose hinges.
The song is positive in attack and lyrics content. It 
has a riff that fires and also appears to possess that 
rare quality of being meaningful.
Willy swaps his beer can for a saxophone, Joe 
straps on his Gibson Firebird for Keep It Up and then 
into Only The Lonely Heart, a song recorded by Zep, 
but written by The Dots’ Paul Kelly.
“Thoight we could get through this tour without 
doing this one, but I was proven wrong last night” . 
(The first night of the tour). “This” , says Joe, “ isThe
Honeydripper ” . Back to good old rockabilly — the Jo 
Jo Zep historical roots.
The oldest fans turn to putty, but like Joe and the 
band I've just about had enough of it. Sure, it ’s a 
great track, but the new material should never be 
held back for old favourites.
Mystery To Me opens as a rocker with a new wave 
flavour, enhanced by especially simple keyboard 
runs from Willy. It’s solid — not the greatest thing 
since sliced bread, but I like it.
I Will Return has hints of Boomtown Rats, hints of 
England generally. It rings out loud and clear.
Another new song is Rucfie. It is a ballad of sorts 
and from the only line I could workout, “ Rudie, don’t 
let it get to you” , it has a poignant message of advice, 
highlighted by the heart-ripping phrasing and almost 
moaning of “Oh, Rudie” . It stands out as one song 
that I’m going to listen to a lot more carefully in 
future. Listen out for it.
pic Eric Algra
The last new song is the single from the next 
album. All I Want To Do opens like a Costello ballad. 
Two soft and gentle verses, the third verse picks up 
to a melodic, but sharp break. “When the weekend 
comesarounf / 1 feel so happy /  All I want to do /  All I 
want to do /  Is get in touch with you /  AIM want to do 
/ Is g e t in touch with you.”
The Falcons finish with a song tailor-made for the 
gig at Martinis. Full power, maximum thrust — bass, 
drums, guitars, sweat, lights because, “ It was twelve 
o’clock /  And the place was packed /  Front doors was 
locked/Yeah, the place was packed/When the 
police knockedVThem doors flew back/And 
Martinis was rocking/Going round and roun- 
d /  Reeling and rocking /  What a crazy sound /  And I 
never stopped rocking/Till the moon went down” . 
When did Chuck Berry see Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons?
— David Langsam
THE SAINTS
Stagedoor Tavern, Sydney
Well, the punks are really out in 
force tonight, pathetic spitting and all. 
Plenty of people here — because it ’s 
the Saints and also it ’s Good Friday 
and there’s not much going on. You 
get sick of all the Sid Vicious imitators 
and various other “ original”  punks — 
what was that about “ don’t follow 
leaders” ; shit, it ’s 1980 anyway, not 
UK 1976. The Saints have never con­
formed and still don’t; I'm  Stranded, 
their multiplatinum hit single, is not 
even played. The new lineup is more 
flexible than earlier Saints and is fu r­
ther removed from the first album 
than Eternally Yours and Prehistoric 
Sounds which had refined the sound. 
Chris Bailey was pissed as usual, sar­
castic as hell, and singing better than 
ever. Two guitars (always best), Janine 
Hall on bass — (interesting how many 
female bassists there are around at 
the moment) — plus Ivor Hay who 
must be one of the best drummers in 
the land.
The set is more varied than in the past, with 
a much better use of pacing. A couple of songs, 
“ No Time”  and the superb “ Know Your Pro­
duct” , plus “ Lipstick on Your Collar’, are the 
only songs from the past. Naturally the tracks 
from the E.P. are featured — particularly good 
is “ Don’t Send Me No Roses” . Some of the new 
stuff was pretty limp, but they have only been 
together a few months, so they get a chance. 
There was a rousing version of “ Dizzy Miss Liz­
zy” , an encore and then goodbye from the 
Saints. I’d be lying if 1 said they were brilliant 
but it was a good gig.
Once again Outline were inflicted on 
everybody, as one of the support bands. In 
1975 it would have been long hair, tricky 
chords and funky jazzrock, ahh! but there have 
been changes since then. “ The industry”  calls 
for short songs, short hair and energy. These 
“ musos” are really only businessmen in leather 
trousers. At least they could cut the fake com­
mittment — we know fashion can equal money. 
Even if I disliked the Saints music, I would take 
them any day over Outline or Mi-sex. The 
memory still lingers of Outline (a year or so ago), 
brass-section city, and not such urgently 
‘contemporary”  songs.
Such cynical bastards.
Eternally yours, 
Robert Lindasay.
THE RADIATORS
Strata Motor Inn, Sydney.
Sydney tv. on a monday night begins 
on a high note; the Goodies, Dr. Who, 
M.AS.H., Fawity Towers. But from there
it’s all downhill — into the dregs of soap 
operas, mundane comedies and current 
affairs. So a quick glance at the Daily 
Tel^raph Green Guide (a nowhere- 
near-comprehensive but nonetheless 
useful weekly music survey) seemed in 
order. And the order of the day was rock 
and rock with Rose Tattoo at the Strata 
Motor inn, an expensive but comfortable 
(comfortable, you say? What’s comfort 
got to do with rock and roll?) lower north 
shore venue — scene of the ill-fated (ill- 
written, ill-acted, ill-directed) Arcade.
Having decided on the night out fairly late, we were 
resigned to missing the first band. After all, when 
aren’t the Tatts worth four bucks and more? But as 
we approached the hotel and ventured upstairs it 
became increasingly obvious that we had been lured 
here under false pretences, this because of the 
several posters advertising the Radiators on monday 
24th.
Oh well, we thought, we’re here now. This band 
MUST be good. They’ve only recently emerged as a 
popular live band, yet have already landed a 
recording contract, their album Feel The Heat en­
tering the charts at No. 10 not long after release. And 
after hearing the Radiators live, their commercial 
potential is obvious.
The Radiators rock. Their set opened furiously, and 
for the duration of their very professional per­
formance, albeit only about an hour, they treated the 
audience to a craftman-like display of identifiably 
australian rock and roll. Great dancing music. Played 
by very competent musicians. Excellent light shew to
match. Asound system tomaten any. LiKe i saio, iney 
rock.
The Radiators’ problem (to this punter, anyway) is 
that their music is not merely derivative of several 
artists, it seems contrived. This is naturally 
unavoidable in the general sense as obviously there 
are only so many rhythms and riffs available in the 
general sense as obviously there are only so many 
rhythms and riffs available in the rock and roll 
medium. But with some songs in particular, this band 
was simply regurgitating AC/DC, Angels, Mi-Sex, 
Falcons (it’s even called Hit and Run) and in one 
song Eddie Cochran. Power-chords, dynamic rhyth­
ms, deft guitar breaks, intelligent keyboard usage — 
can you knock this? Yes. Because it simply is not 
original. Neither is the architypal punk vocal delivery 
or dramatic (but not very exciting) stage antics. Can 
you really BE original in rock after three decades as a 
commercially exploited and multi-media presented 
entertainment?
It ain’t easy.
Rock and roll IS AN ART. Artists convey more than 
just entertainment. Their message (in whatever 
form) is socially, often universally, relevant. 
Meaningful lyrics are not necessarily the sole 
criterion of this distinction between art and craft. 
Reck and roll is an altrernative lifestyle. You can 
taste it  you can use it in moderation, you can get 
hooked. Or you can exploit it.
The Radiators are craftsmen. For a good night’s 
entertainment they are great value. Go and form 
your own opinion. They lack the raw power (dare I 
say integrity?) of many of their contemporaries. But 
they DO rock. And you can’t knock the rock.
. art for .art’s sake, money for god’s sake.
— Peter Mudd
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MICHAEL CHUGG PRESENTS...
A BRAND NEW EXTRAVAGANZA
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Ill^ U lT B M V
Sissy Spacek as Carolyn Cassidy.
Jack Fisk is bent over the projector 
stencilling the outline of the photograph 
to his left onto clear plastic. He glances 
up at the wall in front and sees the 
flowing lines against the light become a 
child’s face. Like the subject, the drawing 
is exceptionally pure and graceful. The 
lines fade, therwglow, pulsating slightly as 
if alive while Jack adjusts the focus 
knobs. He sees me watching and swit­
ches the machine off. The wail is once 
again a one dimensional whitewashed 
affair enclosing the functional office of 
P ressm an-Further P roductions, 
currently filming Heartbeat in the studio 
a stone’s throw away.
Heartbeat is a fictionalised treatment of the 
relationships between Beatnik another Jack Kerouac 
and his friend Neal Cassidy, immortaliserd in 
Kerouac’s cult classic On The Road as the infamous 
Dean Moriarty. The film’s only real claim to 
legitimacy as biography is the fact that its producers 
paid Cassidy’s widow Carolyn for her memoirs and 
borrowed the title. Carolyn became somewhat upset. 
Frustrated in her attempts to take legal action she 
disassociated herself from the project; the film’s 
publicists offered this as evidence of a woman 
just.. well yes, just that little bit unbalanced by her 
strange involvements with Kerouac and Cassidy. 
Strange involvements which will not be explored on 
screen because the scriptwriters have combined 
greater creativity with commercial requirements to 
prcvide the lady with new reasons to be unbalanced.
Jack Fisk is not involved in all that. Nor am I. My 
interest in the production barely extends past the 
people concerned to the projector phantom that will 
finally result. Jack Fisk is the art director. He is also
feel compelled to spiel out their list of credits like 
liner notes to an LP as part of a normal social in­
troduction, Jack is extremely unassuming. Combing 
through teck issues of VARIETY, HIS NAME OC­
CURS FREQUENTLY IN PRODUCTION NOTES FOR 
FILMS BY Terrence (Days Of Heaven) Malick, Brian 
Da Palma, Bob Altman, Warren Beatty...
Ask him directly about his career and he’ll talk 
about the input, not the pay-off. He’ll tell you how at 
seventeen he went to France to study painting, and
how it took him exactly three weeks to realise he was 
an All American Boy who wanted his All American 
Environment back a helluva lot more than he wanted 
to suffer for A rt Exit France and loftier ambitions. 
Back in New Jersey he became an aimless 
adolescent — I couldn’t quite tell if it was of the 
juvenile deliquent or the 60s hippie variety — and 
not surprisingly wound up one day in front of a judge, 
he and several other friends charged with drug of­
fences. Their parents bought them out of it (and no, 
he didn’t explain that one either) but the judge said 
if he ever saw any of them again he’d . ..
Enough said. Jack and associates jumped straight 
from the dock into an old station wagon and headed 
West The Pacific Ocean was as far from New Jersey 
as that particular mode of transport could manage, 
so they beelined for Los Angeles. Coming into LA at 
night Doors territory in the Doors heyday. Jack was 
knocked out by the lights and the freeways and cars 
and more than anything else, by the billboards. Fuck 
France I will be a billboards painter, he solemnly 
vowed.
When next seen Jack was washing dishes at Le 
Figaro restaurant in Hollywood and quietly crooning 
along with the Rolling Stones to the tune You Can’t 
Always Get What You Want. He had to compromise 
and go painting scenery at Roger Corman’s New 
World Productions instead. Roger Corman is the 
Malcolm McLaren of the film industry. He forgot the 
funds he didn’t have and using amateurism, kitsch 
and a lot of energy as the sole ingredients, created a 
whole new art form. Remember The Terror? It was 
pretty forgettable. So wereThe Trip, Pom-Pom Girls, 
Student Nurses and other too unmentionable to 
mention. I’ve seen Roger Corman speaking through a 
solid wall of gleaming white ivories to claim various 
redeeming qualities on behalf of his oeuvres, but 
apart from providing the laughs which make late 
night movie marathons worth watching the only one 
I’d give any real creedence is the fact that Corman 
has without doubt helped foster new talent.
Corman is directly responsible for Taxi Driver 
director Martin Scorsese coming to the attention of 
major film companies by allowing him to direct 
Boxcar Bertha. Noting the box office success of this 
particular piece of nastiness Warner Bros have 
Scorsese 27 days and about $250,000 to come upe 
with Mean Streets. For my money Mean Streets has 
got to be the all-time greatest rock’n’roll movie, 
fraught with an incredible feverishness only echoed 
in Scorsese’s official rock tour de force The Last 
Waltz, or in his editing on Woodstock.
Anyway, to matters on hand. ‘Twas at the New 
World Studios that Jack F. found himself working 
with a young female Texan who had more impact 
than a hundred billboards. Jack Fisk, meet Sissy 
Spacek. Careers ascend while ^ o s  law low and Jack 
has just finished telling me about their pet rabbit 
Harvey (“after the giant invisible bunny in the 
Jimmy Stewart movie") as we enter Soundstage 4.
The place looks like the aftermath of a hurricane. 
Parts of people’s houses are lying around 
everywhere There are lost souls trundling about 
muttering to themselves. There’s even a social 
deviate doing a Marlon Brando impersonation over 
in the far corner. And he ain’t even being funny — 
that’s Nick Nolte, Our Star, psyching himself up for 
the next scene. It’s breaktime a,nd most of the human 
flotsam are cast’n’crew; most of the carpentry is 
sets I think. Jack gives me the guided tour and 
proudly points out how authentically mildewed the 
attic belonging to Beat poet Allen Ginsberg’s 
cinematic alter ^ o  looks. The set currently in use 
presents a surrealistic vision of New York tenement 
arising like a solitary mushroom from the studio floor 
(mildew, was it?) only to be confronted by a 2 x 6  
mural of the Marihattan skyline set up at pointblank 
range. Somehow in this cardboard box the actors are 
going to simulate strong passions and AT­
MOSPHERE will throb in every frame.
Anxious to see this miracle I station myself 
alongside five other people under the ‘apartment’ 
window when shooting next begins. There must be at 
least fifty people converged on the set to observe 
Mick Nolte being intimate with Anne Dusenberryand 
a camera lens. The actors are having difficulty 
keeping their minds on lust (and playing serious for a 
few million people out there) instead of laughs (and 
hamming it up for our benefit). For our part, having 
taken our stations we’re committed to staying put 
and staying still.
Take 3. The man with the headphones standing by 
the mixer is shaking his head and scowling The 
second the cameras cut he bursts out “ Can you shut 
the fucking NOISE back there? Some motherfucker’s 
BREATHING! ’’ There is of course a simple solution to 
that problem — he looks like he’s about to resort to 
homicide on the whole pack of us. So it goes. 
Somewhere along the line the record got stuck and 
the scene keeps repeating and repeating and. I 
probably passed out from holding my breath.
“You want some coke?" The press photographer 
looks concerned. “Sure", I chirp back. "Got any ice?” 
He freezes. His little eyes narrow and he thinks I’m 
sending him up. Walks away very dignified and 
comes back ten minutes later with, urn, a range of 
coke. And ice. “You can get anything you want in the 
recreation trailer", he says. “ Dope, grass, drink, 
g ir ls ...” A vision of rcw upon rowe of bored girls 
sitting in the recreation van on the offchance 
someone might want to recreate springs up, but I 
don’t feel any great urge to investigate. Two of the 
lighting crew walk off towards the van in heavy 
conversation. “Thank Christ it’s payday” , says one. 
,‘TII get in $1500 worth of drugs.. . ”
The day is almost over. Nick Nolte's double Billy 
Cross is still chuckling to himself over the joys of 
playinga beatnik (complete with fake beard) in a bar 
scene. Bars are familiar Cross territory but Billy, if I 
may be so rude as to say so, is a West Coast redneck 
stuntman, and the beard and all that lingo (like 
crazy, dig it maaan) has the charmof novelty. Nolte’s 
wife knows just how he feels. She tra d ^  her levis 
and dayglo orange tanktop for 50s gear and got to 
play a bit part too. The press photographer shows me 
a series of photos to prove it. She leans over his 
shoulder and mentally snatches them tight to her­
self, a part of HER. She shrugs. “ My one Big Day as a 
movie star."
■ For the most part the acting looks promising, 
particularly John Heard as Kerouac, yet I found the 
actors’ facility rather disturbing There is a scene in 
which CassicV is busted for accepting a joint from a 
black undercover cop. “Are you proud of thi?” he 
asks the narc. It’s a key scene, and the narc’s 
response is the key element. Any variety of im­
plication can be read into the nuances of pause, 
interrelationship, and actual reply. None of which 
remained constant. Obviously director John Byams 
did not know what response was going to be most 
dramatically effective, so both the director and the 
actors were experimenting in a way which, in an 
isolated context, would have been admirable. 
Trouble is, there must be a consistent truth as the 
framework to any fiction. While most times they had 
the cop answer “Yes", on purely acting terms the 
best take had him answer “ No. No man, I’m not 
proud” . I doubt if that take will be used. There is 
a strong commercial film inHeartbeat.Thereisalsoa 
glib travesty. I sympathise with Carolyn Cassidy.
The lights come on and Jack Fisk prepares to go 
home to his wife, who has gone to some trouble to 
minimise the number of days she will be required on 
set. Making this film has been a strain for Sissy. It’s 
her first sophisticated role, in a big budget 
production, and the cast have so identified her with 
the character she plays she is sometimes treated 
with the callousness her menfolk accorded Carolyn. 
Our friendly press photographer has displayed a 
whole sequence of shots showing Sissy Spacek 
rolling on the floor being tickled by Notle and Heard 
— fun and games in movieland. As I wask past some 
actors I overhear one of them laugh “You’d think 
they could have found a better place than the toilet 
cubicle!" It’s this city. I’ve turned into a cross bet­
ween Woody Allen and Alice in Wonderland — Woody 
in Wonderland. I beat a fast retreat.
— Elly McDonald
OSCAR ACCOSTED 
The Academy Awards are over for 
another year and by now we're all 
aware that Kramer vs Kramer is the 
year’s “ best film ’’. I’d personally like 
to thank the Academy of Motion Pic­
ture Arts and Sciences for bringing 
this fact to my attention because, in all 
honesty, I was quite oblivious to the 
film ’s greatness.
I put my money on Francis Coppola’s trip  
down memory lane, Apocalypse Now — and the 
bookies cleaned up. Which is one way of saying 
that when it comes to award presentations, be 
it the Academy Awards, the Australian Film In­
stitute Awards or the Australian Rock Music 
Awards, the reviewer and serious fan don’t 
know doodily-twat.
The Main reason why a film such as Kramer vs 
Kramer — a trite  tearjerker, saved only by one 
or two master acting performances — has 
greatness thrust upon it, is that the Academy, 
more than anything else, loves to celebrate suc­
cess. Jt is simply inconceivable that the 
Academy members could select a film which, 
say, grossed a mere $100,000: Firstly, because 
of the enormous amount of industry lobbying 
and pressuring that infest the voting process: 
and secondly, seeing that all Academy members 
are present or former American film industry 
workers, they are hardly likely to bite the hand 
that feeds them. In other words, they toe the 
company line.
Consequently, we end up with a series of 
credible performances being accorded the ac­
colade of greatness. Meanwhile the truly great 
film artists — the Bertoluccis, the Malles, the 
Klaus Kinskis — receive barely a mention. The 
aristocracy's bastard children, they are busy 
making creative cinema while their plusli 
relatives swoon in an orgy of self- 
congratulation.
The Academy Awards have many galling 
aspects, but none more so than the existence of 
the Best Foreign Film category. For rampant 
parochialism and downright bigotry, this award 
takes the cake; it represents the benign accep­
tance by the U.S. film industry that the cinema 
exists outside America’s borders. Of course, it 
does'not mean that these films are accepted as 
quality cinema — they are not of the requisite 
standard to compete for Best Film award; in­
stead they are thrown a bone in the shape of 
Best Foreign Film Award.
It's absolutely unthinkable to the Academy 
members that a foreign film could also be the 
best film. If i t ’s got subtitles, it ’s fucked. Tell 
that to Ingmar Bergman or Francois Truffaut.
If, on the other hand, it ’s got a beguiling six 
year old who can whimper on demand, i t ’s 
headed for glory. And didn’t Kramer vs Kramer 
reap those Oscars in: Best Film, Best Director, 
Best Actor, Best Supporting Actress You 
could be forgiven for thinking the film 
something of a masterpiece. Instead, it is a well 
executed piece of sentimental drivel in which a 
husband and wife are pitted against each other 
in a custody battle for their only child. The film ’s 
polemic is absurdly biased towards the father 
for the mere sake of sentimental impact — reali­
ty and fairmindedness are abandoned very ear­
ly on.
As the father, Dustin Hoffman’s performance 
is quietly assuming, even if he does overdo that 
rubbery smile of his; and Jane Alexander’s per­
formance as Hoffman’s sympathetic neighbor is 
magnificent — especially so, given the glaring 
inconsistencies of her part (she is required to 
turn, from raging feminist into acquiescent 
divorcee in the twinkling of a frame).
Meryl Streep, an eerie presence if ever there 
was one, is required to mope through the 
movie, red-eyed and morose — which she does 
with sterile, inflexible perfection.
Justin Henrey as the boy, is just the sort of 
captivating child actor to whom W.C. Fields was 
referring when he observed that “ any man who 
hates children and small dogs can’t be all bad” . 
Henry is a scene stealer of the most subtle kind; 
in many wats it ’s his picture.
High-class schmatiz — but schmaltz, just the 
same.
As a parting note, it might to be worth men­
tioning that a few years back a poll was con­
ducted amongst the International Film Institute 
in order to compile a list of the ten best ever 
films. Interestingly, if not surprisingly, the ma­
jority of selected films hailed from Europe, with 
Bergman, Renior, Antonioni, Fellini, Dreyer and 
the Russian, Eisenstein all being represented.
Only three of the selected films were of 
American origin, Keaton’s epic Civil War com­
edy, The General and Orson Welles’ first two 
films. Citizen Kane and The Magnificent Amber- 
sons. And none of those three was rewarded 
with the Academy Award for Best Film! That 
dubious honour was being merrily handed out 
to such memorable catastrophies as The Broad­
way Melody, Cimarron at\d The GreatZiegfield.
Oscars obviously came cheap in those days. 
And even now, they can be had at a bargain 
price as this year’s major recipient, Kramer vs 
/Cramer so amply demonstrated.
— Wayne Elmer
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T H I R T  Y T H R E E
THE BOYS UG HT UP
AUSTRALIAN CRAWL 
“The Boys Light Up”
(EMI)
Sometimes an album comes along that 
just bowls you over and knocks you for 
six; an album that you just can’t take off 
the turntable. It doesn't happen often — 
maybe four or five times a year. But when 
it does it permeates your whole existence 
for a while.
For a band to come up with such an album at first 
attempt is even more astounding. But that’s exactly 
what Australian Crawl have done. Quite simply, The 
Boys Light Up is superb.
This is very definitely a Melbourne record, from the 
geographical references (Toorak Rd., Prahran, 
Bombay Rock) to the musical hints of the Dingoes 
and the Sports. And the strong Melbourne 
awareness of the rich and their human failings, first 
given an airing on the Beautiful People single, 
dominates no less than five of the songs here.
But the lyrics, good as they are, are not the stand­
out feature of this album. Pride of place must go to 
the music and David Brigg’s production. The two
ballads on the album. Downhearted and Hoochie 
Gucci Fiorucci Mama are magnificent — plaintive, 
poignant and melancholy without the slightest touch 
of sloppiness. The chorus of Downhearted has a line 
that really jars the heart, ‘Broken dreams that never 
really started’ and the simple piano of Hoochie. . . ”  is 
so atmospherically RIGHT that it almost takes the 
breath away.
There’s a couple of r ^ a e  tinged tracks which are 
handled with consumate ease too. Both Red Guitar 
and The B(ys Light Up have a sparse scratchiness 
which blends perfectly with James Reynes’ slightly 
raspy vocals.
But whatever song they tackle and whatever in­
fluences they bring with them Australian Crawl have 
managed to do that most difficult of things — create 
their own style. James Reyne’s phrasing still sounds 
a bit like Steve Cummings’ of the Sports, but there is 
no way Australian CravyI can ever be called a Sports 
clone again. The Australian Crawl sound is not 
particularly modern, but it is certainly distinctive, 
and it is definitely their own.
There is not a dud track on this album. And it is an 
album — not just a collection of songs. Do yourself a 
favour and give it a listen. And welcome a strong new 
force to Australian music.
— Donald Robertson
URBAN VERBS 
“ Urban Verbs”
(WEA)
U r b a n  V e r b s  a nd  t h e i r  
eponymously-titled debut album ar­
rive with no credentials other than the 
fact that their lead vocalist, Roddy 
Franz, is a brother to Talking Heads’ 
drummer Chris Franz (and also, 
therefore, brother-in-law to Tina 
Weymouth...)
o the r than that, I know little  else about the 
band. They’re neither part of the New York art 
scene (although the album was recorded at 
Media Sound in New York) or the burgeoning 
West Coast post-punk pap scene, otherwise I 
would have possessed some knowledge of them
So, whatever it is they’ve got to offer stands 
for itself, within the grooves.
(Although pictures of the band on the rather 
contrived sleeve do reveal them to be of the ar- 
tistic/intelligent/liberal type — one of them is a 
girl, after all!)
‘Urban Verbs’, then, is not a terrib ly good 
album. It ’s not a terrib ly bad album either. It ’s a 
bit early to say just what sort of an album it is.
Urban Verbs seem a very young band, and 
if that be the case then they can’t be criticized 
too harshly.
If, however, Urban Verbs are an experienced
crew of musicians who’ve been together tor 
some time then they should know better — they 
should have learnt more by now, or at least 
asserted the ir own personality.
Urban Verbs aren’t so much faceless as they 
are unoriginal, and they’re not so much 
unoriginal as they are a synthesis of influences 
with just a little  colouring of the ir own in 
between the reference points.
As early as the firs t cut, for instance, the in­
fluence of the Doors is evident — the song, en­
titled ‘Subway’, sounds very much like ‘L.A. 
Woman’, if a little  cleaner. Throughout the re­
mainder of the album the band betray a diverse 
set of influences, from psychedelia to New York 
art scene rock, in particular Talking Heads.
This is a curious state of afffairs indeed, con­
sidering Urban Verbs’ relationship with Talking 
Heads. They often sound similar, and not only 
does Roddy Franz sing like David Byrne, his 
lyrics are often like Byrne’s.
And tha t’s just asking for trouble. David 
Byrne’s idiosyncratic perceptions just can’t be 
duplicated, even if his style can, and as a result 
Franz seems somewhat immature and empty.
There are moments, however, when Urban 
Verbs do allow some of the ir own personality to 
emerge, and it ’s then the album is at its best.
It ’s not brilliant by any means, but it is the 
work of reasonably sensitive, reasonably in­
telligent, reasonably energetic musicians 
who’ve still got a long way to go and are at 
least aware of the fact.
-  C lin* • n W a lke r.
WRECKLESS ERIC 
“ Big Smash”
Stiff
THE FEELIES 
“ Crazy Rhythms”
(Stiff)
These two offerings from Stiff are in 
keeping with the eclecticism that has 
become the organisation’s hallmark. 
They are as different as chalk and 
cheese, in type as well as quality. 
Firstly Wreckless Eric. He’s an honest 
unpretentious performer keeping alive 
the traditions of the British beat boom 
of the nf)id-60’s with wry, catchy pop 
songs. Past songs like Whole Wide 
W orld, ! Reconnez Cherie and 
Semaphore Signals, showed while Eric 
may not be a master of the genre, he’s 
certainly more adept than most.
Unfortunately though his strength is also his 
weakness. Short catchy pop songs sound 
wonderful when you have (a) a quirky slant on a 
much used subject and (b) the tunes to carry 
them along. But when you have neither (a) nor 
(b) then as my oild bearded grandma used to say 
you’ve had the pork chop. And that seems to be 
Eric’s problem here. There’s a feeling that most 
of the songs are unfinished. The music is 
laboured and on the whole fairly dull. The pro­
duction doesn’t help much either. It sounds 
very much a one take affair trying to capture 
the bands “ live” feel, but instead it sounds a lit­
tle flat. Lyrically things are also a little  on the 
dull side. Most of the song subject has been 
visited before, and Wreckless doesn’t re-visit 
them with enough verve to make you want to 
stay any longer than you have to. Of course to 
every rule there are exceptions, and on this 
album there- are three songs, that are in­
teresting and well crafted. Excuse Me, a lovely 
little  d itty about a love affair on the London 
underground. Broken Doll, a you done her 
wrong type song with wonderful jangly guitar, 
and Pop Song, a sardonic look at the pop 
business. A bonus with this album at least in
the UK, is a free compilation album of 
Wreckless’ past hits.
Moving right along now to the Feelies, a band 
unknown to me but who Stiffs publicity depart­
ment assures me has been playing sporadically 
in New York for the past two years. Which is not 
surprising because if they have as much dif­
ficulty working out what they are doing as I did 
when listening to this record, then they would 
need a fair bit of time between gigs to think 
about it. But having thought about it, I have 
reached the following conclusions. The Feelies 
are a four piece band with drums and guitars 
dominant. Nice touch that. A modern band 
without a synthesizer in sight returning to play 
with in a traditional rock framework but not 
sounding at all like a traditional rock framework 
but not sounding at all like a traditional rock 
band. There are obvious influences, and I sup­
pose quite logical when you consider they come 
from New York. They sound like the result of a 
marriage between Lou Reed, circa his Velvet 
Underground days and Jonathon Richman, 
with the mutant off spring recording on speed. 
All the songs are strictly uptempo, and very 
tightly structured. There are no solos to 
speak of, so they sound more of an ensemble 
than a rock band. They’ve also hit on the startl­
ing concept of letting their instruments do what 
they are supposed to do. So you have a situa­
tion where the lead guitar leads, the rhythm 
guitar carries the rhythm, and drums and bass 
carry the bass lines. The music readily recalls 
the Velvets, with the lead guitar combining with 
a scratchy rhythm to establish repetitive lines 
which sometimes build into a hypnotic climax. 
The vocals are sometimes drawled, a la 
Richman, sometimes sung, across this musical 
backdrop. Now if you think the ir musical con­
cept is simple, you ought to cop the Feelies 
lyrics. They are simplicity itself. A song called 
Loveless Love is readily identifiable as a story 
of love without affection, Original Love is a song 
about a first love, a song called Crazy Rhythms 
has strange rhythms in it and so on. So don’t 
ask me what they are on about. Maybe like 
Jonathon Richman they are simply playing 
music without another motive. Whatever the 
'answer the Feelies play it very well and the ir is 
an album worth listening to.
Chris Willis
LITTLE RIVER BAND 
“ Live In America”
(EMI)
I remember seeing LRB’s first Adelaide 
appearance as support for Leo Sayer. 
Unusually we were inside the theatre 
before the main act. Probably because 
there wasn’t much to do outside the 
theatre. When LRB came out and began 
to play they blew me out. Me and the rest 
of the audience.
The second half of that concert can only be 
described as anti-climactic. When I’d recovered 
sufficiently to look as well as listen I remember 
feeling peculiarly excited at recognising the familiar 
faces on stage.
And that’s a feeling I get still. It’s a combination of 
‘I remember Glen Shorrock at the Octagon in 
Elizabeth’ and a feeling of pride. True I’ve grown 
away from the music but I still feel proud of them and 
of their musical achievements.
This is a live album and that’s always great. Much 
better to hear audience reaction than the stylus 
changing tracks. LRB is slick and as tight as a girdle. 
What they do, they do well and I admire them for it. 
Most of the tracks are familiar, recorded in the latter 
half of October 79 during LRB’s tour of the U.S. and 
Canada. But some tracks come as a pleasant sur­
prise. Goble’s It ’s Not A Wonder out ^ e r s  Bob at 
his own 12-bar game. By judging LRB on their 
commercial success alone it ’s easy to lose sight of 
their versatility and the sheer force of their 
musicianship. This album brings it all back into focus.
— C.J.
ROGER McGUINN 
CHRIS HILLMAN 
GENE CLARK 
“City”
(EMI)
Sometimes a record comes along that 
you’ve been Waiting for. A few years ago a 
friend told me of a concert tour where 
McGuinn and Hillman produced mainly 
unrehearsed and largely improvised but 
nonetheless stunning music.
Having watched Hillman leave the Byrds (and 
McGuinn) to form the Flying Burrito Brothers and 
being aware of the musical differences of opinion 
between the two it was interesting to think of them 
working together again. It was a bummer to have 
missed it
Anticipating them on record, with the added bonus 
of Gene Clark doing vocals on his own compositions, 
was more fun than actually listening to i t  Sorry folks 
after that build up, but the differences of musical 
direction that surfaced around the time of 
Sweetheart of the Rodeo don’t seem to have been 
successfully overcome. The result is a disap­
pointingly dull album.
I was expecting a dynamic musical relationship 
reflecting the changing times and tempers of the 
players and I got heavy arrangements light on the 
spontaneity. The track being used as a single has the 
requisite vocal ‘hookline’ but the music wallows in 
dull mediocrity.
I have to admit City wasn’t really worth the wait. 
Perhaps my friend lied about the concert.
— C.J.
J
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SKYHOOKS
“ Hot For The Orient”
(Mushroom)
I was never a fan of the early Skyhooks. 
I liked some of their songs. I thought they 
were very witty and clever but I never 
went to see theim or bought their records. 
I always thought that Shirley was an 
obnoxious little shit. That was until I saw 
them one night not long before Shirley 
left. They were great. However, I’ve seen 
far more of the new Skyhooks with Tony 
Williams. So, let this be clear, I have not 
prejudged “ Hot For The Orient” . As far 
as I am concerned they are a different 
band and there is no need for com­
parison. Anyway, it’s impossible to 
compare the new material because I’ve 
never heard any other versions of it. O.K.
What strikes me first and most forcefully is how 
heavy the sound is — bash, bash go the drums, 
whine, whine go the guitars. It’s almost head-banging 
stuff. So what, you might say. Well, the next thing I 
notice is that Greg McAinsh is still writing songs that 
somehow echo so much of the uniquely Australian 
aspects of rock'n’roll, of relationships of socialising 
etc. Whaf s more these songs have a bit more depth 
and universality. Although some of them seem very 
personal and rather sophisticated... Still, I’ ll never 
know why Cars, Bars and Girls wasn’tasingle. If you 
want to knew why, ask any bey (I have a friend who 
adopted it as his theme song after hearing it for the 
first time). Lastly, there’s the fact that the band are 
all basically very proficient and they do work well 
together.
It seems that there should be no reason why this 
album shouldn’t  work. All the essential ingredients 
are there. It’s just that heavy, heavy sound. After I 
I istened to it a few times in succession I began to feel 
that someone had been hitting me over the head 
with a sledgehammer. Now, that may appeal to a lot 
of people and I must confess I’m notaverse to a bit of 
aural masochism. It’s just that there are places on 
this album that I suspect a feather might have done 
the trick better. The old sledgehammer approach 
works superbly on Bondage on the Boulevard and My 
Heart Gets Blown To Bits but it detracts from She’s 
OK, But She’s Not You and particularly Fathers and 
Dai^hters. Now, there’s a song! This album is almost 
worth it for that song alone (if not for the beautiful 
cover photograph by Hideki Fujii). However, it is 
marred by the heavy sound. It seems far more flip­
pant and facile than the lyrics suggest it should be. 
The lyrics break my heart but the music doesn’t.
Reviewing an album like Hot For The Orient is 
always a torturous experience. It’s too good to be 
brushed off and dismissed but at the same time that 
certain something that makes music moving or 
uplifting is simply not there. To me Music should, in 
l\^Ainsh’s own words from Red Fingernails, make 
you feel.
The hairs on my chest begin to rise
My eyebrows start to sweat
My mind’s a mess but one thing’s clear
You’re the best that I’ve had yet.
Hot For The Orient is a more than suitable title 
because this album is just musical foreplay. It makes 
you hotand even a bit short of breath but me. I’m still 
waiting for the climax.
—Collette Snowden
ROBERT GORDON 
“ Bad Boy”
(RCA)
Robert Gordon is pure rock. Gordon is 
an American singer who sings rock’n’roll 
with absolute conviction and sincerity. 
Gordon delivers it straight down the 
middle with maximum intensity and 
honesty. His heroes arepeople like Carl 
Perkins, Gene Vincent and Eddie 
Cochran (get the picture?) and although 
these influences are apparent when he 
sings, he’s not mimicking them. He’s 
acknowledging and complimenting them.
On this album, as on the last Rocker Beatih’ 
Boogie, Gordon is joined by the Wildcats: Chris 
Spedding on lead guitar (who took over from Link 
Wray after Fresh Fish Special); bassist Rob Stoner;
drummer Howie Wyeth and Tony Garner on acoustic 
bass. Backing vocals are provided by the Blue Cats 
and Richard Gottehrer, whose production credits 
include Blondie’s first album and Link Wray’s latest, 
Bullshot, handles production as well as playing 
Farfisa. Gordon also takes a hand in production and 
together they have captured the spirit and sound of 
Gordon’s previous albums without losing the feeling 
of energy and enthusiasm that made those earlier 
albums so refreshing and so damn good!!!
Chris Spedding has carried on from where Link 
Wray left off and his aggressive, slashing guitar is the 
perfect partner for Gordon’s singing. The Wildcats 
provide the ideal backing for Gordon’s energetic 
vocals and all perform with cold-btooded brilliance.
Once when asked how he related to the sixties 
Gordon replied: “ I didn’t". Richard Robinson wrote 
in his cover notes to Gordon’s first album with Link 
Wray (Private Stock, 1977): "He relates to rock and 
roll songs sung great. That’s what he does; he sings ‘ 
about the basic rock’n’roll emotions, like love apd 
hurt with absolute conviction".
For an album that makes you feel like boppin’ 
around, compels you to dance and leaves you craving 
for more this is getting to be fairly serious stuff. The 
songs on the album are all great; simple but GREAT. 
They range from oddies like Bill Haley’s Cra^ Man 
C ra^ and the Orbison-Melson hit (it was, back 
around 1957 /  58) Uptown to other lesser kno\wn 
songs, such as Nervous, the opening track Sweet 
Love On My Mind as well as a great Gordon original 
Born To Lose which opens Side Two.
Alright, the future of rock’n’roll he may not be and 
Bad Boy might not rate as the most important or 
progressive album released-, but it ’s sure as hell one 
great rock’n’roll album. Robert Gordon just goes to 
show that when rock’n’roll is great, it makes you feel 
real good. Enough! Buy it (or at least listen to it) for 
like all Gordon’s albums, it ’s GREAT STUFF!!
— Doug Wilson
ROBERT FRIPP
“God Save The Queen” / “ Under Heavy 
Manners”
\  Polygram)
It should be observed that Robert 
Fripp’s first LP offering to his undefined 
public for 1980 is a double album priced 
as a single album, its constituent parts 
being the second and third parts 
(contrarespectively) to last year’s Ex­
posure.
Each of the two latter epi^des in the inaugural 
trilogy of his third manifestation as popular musician 
are singlesided; with respect to current un­
predictability in the petroleum industry and ac­
cording to a general sense of economic thinking, the 
active sides of each album have been placed on the 
same disc, and the two blank sides deleted from the 
Polydor catalogue.
Information regarding the nature of Fripp’s 
musical thinking is included in his own language on 
the record’s inner sleeve.
Under Heavy Manners is the identifying title of 
Side One of the album Discotronics, while God Save 
The Queen serves comparable function as Side A of 
the album Frippertronics. Closing the triangular 
circle as they do, no information is extant r^arding 
the future nature of what Fripp refers to as his work 
in the market place.
Critical function as the interstice between vinyl 
product and autoprogrammic listener is implied by 
Fripp’s words as a nonstatic unique occurrence in 
metasamsaric phenoumenal universe subject to 
heteroparametrical flux. This unit reports that 
reaction in this case to be one of personally extreme 
and generally projected pleasure. Immediate 
response to the record has activated desire to fur­
ther listening.
By way of illustration, on Side A the following 
pictures were invoked: Red Scorer Two was as 
ambiguous as its title, God Save The Queen slightly 
resembles the popular anthem of the same name, 
and 1983 includes the moon rising over the ocean in 
a Samuel Delaney novel.
On Side 1, Under Heavy Manners caused much 
physical perambulation about the domicile, which 
persisted throughout The Zero of the Signified until 
the last five or six minutes, when it translates into a 
rotating ellipse of topological plastic.
Seif wonders if overseas critics still feel obliged to 
maintain petty unfounded dislike of Fripp’s activities. 
Genius is proven not by lifelong observation but 
singular inspiration.
— Span
BOBBIE & LAURIE 
“The Very Best Of. . .”
(Astor)
Another significant artifact in the 
current resurrection of good old 
Australian Rock’n’Roll. Bobby Bright and 
Laurie Allen were one of the finest in­
digenous pop acts of the mid sixties, and 
their largely Merseybeat-inspired music 
has been the pride and joy of collectors
for years upon end. In theirheyday, they 
were the foremost popular beat group in 
the land (hysteria for them was only 
matched by Normie Rowe and Tony 
Worsely) and they helped to pave the 
way for their more sophisticated suc­
cessors, the Easybeats, with whom they 
frequently toured.
The beauty of the duo’s early work on the Go! label 
lies in it^ sheer simplicity and freshness; a com­
bination of tre b ly  guitars and their untouched raw 
vocals, which pervades most of Side One. Of par­
ticular interest are their covers of the Easybeats; 
You Got It Off Me and their rearrangement of P.J. 
Proby’s Hold Me, which The Rubinoos recently 
copied. The second side covers their Alberts period, 
where they developed a gutsjer sound through 
improved recording‘ facilities, with You’ll Come 
’Round and Jump Back standing out. Ironically,_their
biggest hit ever \was their version of Roger Miller’s 
Hitchhiker — very much a country and western thing 
(the area where their collective careers ended). 
Since their final split in 1970, Bobby acted oc­
casionally, before following Laurie’s pursuits in 
country music. Howeverj some members of their 
backing band The Rondells faired better; Wayne 
Duncan and Gary Young went on to Daddy Cool and 
Gary eventually found his way into The Falcons.
It’s been said often enough that old pop stands up 
well to the test of time and as the album’s annotator 
Glenn A. Baker sums up, “This is among the finest 
Australian Music on which you wilt ever spend your 
hard earned cash” . As singer /  songwriters, Bobby & 
Laurie got beat music, establish^ here and deserve 
their place in history books — this collection justifies 
that. /
—TomCzarnota
THE CRETONES 
“Thin Red Line’
(WEA)
Perhaps if I sit here long enough I 
might be able to think of something nice 
to say about the Cretones.
At the moment I can only suggest that this is 
another one of those albums recorded in L A  that is 
light y ^ rs  away from being interesting. However 
convincing you may have thought Linda Ronstadt’s 
recent change of image — and to me tbe most in­
teresting thing about Mad Love Is the band — on 
their own the Cretones are directionless and bland. 
Concessbns to new wave, but without, any rough 
edged, without adventure, excitement, or bite.
Side one begins well enough with Real Love and 
Everybody’s Mad at Katherine, but interest quickly 
wains until the final track, the Cretones’ own version 
of Mad Love, which is anything is the standout track. 
Side Two is one song repeated five times with v ^y  
little variation, and frankly I was overcome with relief 
when the stylus eventually found it’s way to the 
centre of the record. No I don’t think 1 can find too 
much nice to say about the Cretones. And someone 
was silly enough to print the lyrics on the inner 
sleeve.
Kim Nicholls
THE FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS 
“The Fabulous Thunderbirds” 
(Chrysalis)
Fabulous perhaps not, but I presume 
this blues outfit gained itself a big 
reputation as a bar band around their 
home state of Texas, which landed them 
a recording/management deal.
Their producer Denny Bruce has attempted to 
capturethe band’s pure live sound, contradicting all 
current overproduction practices and it almost 
works. What we have is an essentially raw and sparse 
sounding album, very reminiscent of the early 
Butterfield Blues Band and the J. Geils Band — the 
cream of white blues. Good motives.
The problem is, the Thunderbirds lack, a strong 
guitarist upon which improvisational 12 bar blues 
depends to succeed. Young Jimmy Vaughn is no Mike 
Bloomfield or Elvin Bishop. This weakness is par­
ticularly evident on slower numbers like Scratch My 
Back, Rich Woman and She’s Tough, where the band 
simply lacks power and cohesion.
Frontman Kim Wilson, however, emerges as a 
great white blues vocalist, harmonica player’ (check 
him roar on Pocket Rocket). He also contributes five 
out of the eleven songs.
The Thunderbirds seem to be at their strongest 
with Wilson improvising harmonica over the guitar, 
as in Rock With Me and C-Boys Blues, though 
Marked Deck and opeher Wait On Time also impress. 
The Thunderbirds show a good grasp of the white 
blues aesthetic without being old fashioned or 
boring. All the tracks are short, precise and their 
emotions are kept simple. Despite its patchiness, I 
still go along with Max Bell’s comment that it ’s 
something younger people can discover the blues by.
—Tom Czarnota
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THE SELECTER 
“Too Much Pressure”  
Chrysalis
Another ska / blue beat album for the 
collection kiddies!! This one is well worth 
the time and money because it is not 
merely a rehash of old ska standard 
tunes or riffs. There is enough freshness 
and originality on this album to give ska a 
new feeling and that was something the 
Specials and Madness couldn’t do. They 
merely reproduced the early ska sound of 
the sixties.
The Selecter have used the ska style as the basis 
for their material but they incorporate other musical 
styles into their playing. So not only do they enhance 
the sound but they prevent it from becoming boring 
and repetitive.
Their songs are bright, catchy and clever — the 
boring single Three Minute Hero is by no means 
representative. In fact the Selecter are quite 
deceptive. Behind the breezy, happy music lie some 
perceptive comments and more than superficial 
attitudes They sing songs about the streets which 
have no quasi-romanticism attached to them. In­
stead, they are stark and a bit nasty, far more 
realistic. Not that they are depressing either. Apart 
from anything else this album is probably one of the 
best records to da nee to I've heard this year.
This is not a flawless album by any means. At times 
the sound is horribly muddy and the vocals all but 
disappear and some of the guitar playing is diabolical 
(some of it is great though). In fact the sound of the 
album is much more of a live sound than a studio one. 
The compensation for the flaws in the production is 
the brilliant rhythm section and the vocals, partic­
ularly Pauline Black’s who sings like she means it 
and delivers a song so that it cannot fail to connect. 
On songs like Missing Words, Danger, Out on the 
Streets and the self-penned Black and Blue she 
really commands attention.
If you like what you’ve heard of the ska revival then 
I suggest you have a listen to this album. Even if you 
don’t it might be a good idea because the Selecter 
might change your mind.
C olle tte  Snowden
BARRON KNIGHTS
“Teach The World To Laugh”
(CBS)
BA ROBERTSON 
“ Initial Success” 
(WEA)
Lunacy and rock are usually rather 
hazardous elements to combine on vinyl 
— it’s difficult to come up with something 
that’s humorous the tenth time around.
The dilemma for someone like the Barron Knights, 
for example, is that although they perform truly 
wonderful send-ups of other bands, they tread much 
thinner ice when attempting original material, and as 
such, they have never risen about being a glorified 
cabaret act. Yet they provide a very necessary 
function — a joke at the expense of those people who 
are susceptible to being taken a little too seriously.
People to fall victim on their latest release Teach 
The World To Laugh include Supertramp (The 
Topical Song), E.L.O., John Denver (Heaving on a Jet 
Plane) and Richard Harris — the sad lament of 
Arthur Clark the gardener in the park ( “Someone 
left his rake out in the rain” .). Another inspired 
moment points out just how silly were Bob Dylan’s 
immortal words — ‘Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song 
for me’. But the Barron K n i^ ts ’ brand of humour 
relies almost entirely on the listener recognising the 
object of their scorn, and is spread too thin to 
produce a satisfying album.
Another madman currently trying to fill the air­
waves with his nonsense is that self-confessed ‘Pam 
Ayres of the new wave’ B.A. Robertson. (Yes, B is for 
Brian.) Known in this country mainly for Bang Bang 
and nowKool in the Kaftan, and for giving us all the 
chanceto see Christie Allen singing Goose Bumps on 
television sets throughout the country, BA has come 
up with an album that is full of witty, clever and 
totally disposable catchy pop songs. Displaying a real 
gift for the turn of phrase, he lets fly a barrage of 
unforgivable puns (‘San Francisco has its faults) and 
disarming rhymes ( ‘She think that paranoia/Is a 
perfume made by Goya /  It’s a cheap one’ ). Most of 
the songwriting is shared with now famous ex­
patriate Terry Britten — who provides the perfect 
foil to Robertson’s insanity with some serviceable 
pop melodies and tasteful guitar playing. A more 
serious moment Failin’ in Luv, was covered by Cliff 
Richard on his last album. Generally the album oozes 
confidence, and shows the lad to have a bit of talent, 
but don’t encourage him unless you’re sure you’ll 
still be smiling after the tenth time around.
But this aside, these new records are what one 
would expect from a polished, highly professional 
band. Worth buying, worth hearing, and the band is 
also worth seeing, if you can catch them on their 
third tour in so many years, coming up. My favourite 
track on the 2 albums was (a classical one by Lyons!) 
called Miss Hamilton, on No. 8.
— Larry Buttrose
-Adrian Miller
THE CHIEFTAINS 
“The Chieftains 8 & 9’ 
(CBS)
These are the latest pair of records 
from the Irish folk band which was 
catapulted to fame with their award­
winning contributions to the soundtrack 
of Kubrick’s great film “ Barry Lyn­
don’’ ... (no, that’s not “ John Lydon” , 
Junior) They played a piece called 
Women Of Ireland, among others. That 
has a haunting, raw beauty, which is 
perhaps paralleled only by their version 
of another sad piece, called Carrickergus.
ButBarry Lyndon was in 75-76, and since then the 
Chieftains have put out several albums, most of them 
distinguished in title only by their number, (ex­
ceptions being Bonaparte’s Retreat, and No. 9, also 
titled Boil The Breakfast Early). These latest two 
albums are pretty much in the mainstream of what 
they’ve done in recent years. They are both fine 
records, worth listening to, worth buying. But I do 
have some reservations.
GENESIS^
“ Duke”
(Charisma)
lOCC
“ Look Here” 
(Mercury)
The Chieftains have been performing a highly- 
refined Irish music for many years. A number of their 
selections come from the high classical period of 
Irish music, particularly from the harper Carolan; 
and, on album 8, from ODrnelius Lyons. (Lyons, a 17- 
18th Century composer, was a rival of Carolan’s. The 
cover notes say Carolan was Ireland’s best-known 
harper composer until Derek Bell — the Chieftain's 
harper — came along.) So what you get with most 
Cheiftains’ tracks is a very highly polished, 
beautifully performed piece of classical music. The 
problem is that in many cases the blood and guts of 
Irish music has been separated out. For that reason, I 
prefer to listen to other, less polished, more folk- 
oriented bands, such as the Bothy Band. The 
Cheiftains are also predominantly an instrumental 
band, so we miss out for the most part on the 
richness of Irish lyrics (albeit translated into 
English). Perhaps that’s why they do soo few vocal 
pieces. Kevin Coneff’s voice is not really very 
distinguished. I much prefer to listen to Scotsman 
Dick Gaughan for Celtic songs.
There’s a phrase on the new Genesis 
album that describes the position that 
these two bands, similar in many ways, 
have got themselves into. The phrase is 
‘cul de sac’ and the literal translation is 
dead end. Both bands seemed to lose 
their sense of purpose and development 
when key personnel left (Peter Gabriel 
from Genesis, and Lol Creme and Kevin 
Godley from lOCC) and since those 
changes they have both become static 
lightweight shadows of their previous 
incarnations.
. The music on these two albums isn't BAD. But it is 
predictable and bland. You won’t  find any surprises. 
If your taste has run to Gene-CC in the past and you 
can’t seem to find solace in any of these new sounds 
then Look Duke will probably ease your troubled 
mind. After all, it’s your money.
— The Baron
THE ANGELS 
“Greatest Hits” 
(Alberts)
basic as you can get, but as they themselves say, 
Whatever You Want, Again And /^ain .
STATUS QUO 
“ 12 Gold Bars” 
(Vertigo)
The Angels are a completely different kettle of fish, 
although if you’re the wrong side of thirty the dif­
ference might be a little harder to discern. Both the 
Artels and Quo have predominantly male working 
class ‘suburban’ followings and both have their own 
definite style which distinguishes them from their 
contemporaries.
Greatest Hits packages are interesting 
phenomena. Basically they are designed 
to appeal to people who don’t normally 
buy records. They are ( if they’re good) la 
creme de ia creme of a particular artist or 
outfit and so people think that they are 
somehow ‘better value’ than say a 
normal LP. Usually they have a pretty 
healthy quota of singles on them, par­
ticularly if the artist(s) have had a few 
hits.
The difference is that Status Quo are a band in 
their declining years while the Angels are right now 
at the peak of their considerable power (as S.R.O. 
audiences across the country and now the U.S.A. will 
testify). As the band have just transferred record 
companies, from Alberts to C.B.S. this record is 
almost a summary of Angels Stage One. I have no 
quibbleswith the actual tracks chosen, but I do think 
that a bit more care could have been taken with the 
packaging. There is no information as to where the 
tracks came from, no historical perspective on the 
band at all. That is just plain shoddy and lowers the 
tone of the record generally.
12 Gold Bars covers the Status Quo Boogie 
Machine from 1973 (Rockin’ All Over The W orld) to 
1979 (Living On An Island, which features acoustic 
guitars). Status Quo are the undisputed kings of the 
denim and dandruff brigade, a collection of 
predominantly male youths whose numbers never 
seem to lessen as the years roll on. Perhaps that's 
because even though the hair gets shorter and the 
denim doesa’t come out til the weekend, the Quo 
fans of ‘back then’ still like to relive the glorious days 
of their youth. 12 Gold Bars will sell well 'cos a lot of 
those old singles are a bit worn out now, and some of 
'em were missed altogether. Status Quo are about as
But it’s what’s in the grooves that counts and 
those without the first two Angels albums (there are 
only three tracks from No Exit) will find plenty to get 
them jumping. Take A Long Line, Coming Down, 
Marseilles, I Ain’t  The One and the classic Am I Ever 
Gonna See Your Face Again, all reek of sweat and 
aush and mayhem, of Doc Neeson’s large frame 
leaping impossibly high, of Buzz Throckman flailing 
at his kit, of Chris Bailey and John Brewster pogoing 
frantically and of the impassive Rick Brewster. 
Although I’ve heard these songs many times they still 
possess some mysterious power, some indefinable 
quality, that moves me. If you want to find out what 
all the fuss is about, get this and play it LOUD.
■Donald Robertson
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A whole bunch of Australian seven 
inchers dominate the recent single 
releases. The country seems to be ex-
periW ing a singles renaissance at the 
moirient, andThe only thing lacking is full 
radio support. With it we could be on the 
threshold of a new golden age of 
Australian pop singles. In fact we are 
right in the middle of one — it’s just that 
it ’s not generally known!
AUSTRALIA
First 45 off the rank this time is the eagerly 
awaited (in Adelaide at least) Dagoes maxi single 
(GreasyPop ̂ o r d s ) .  The Dagoes were part of the 
St. Vitus Dance Package that terrorised South 
Australian eardrums in the winter of 1978 (the two 
other limbs of the beast being the U-Bombs and the 
. (legendary) Accountants). While no one could deny 
that the Dagoes were triers they often had difficulty 
translating their musical ideas into palatable noise. 
But four months after they 'broke up’ they have 
come up with a 45 that has as much guts and feeling 
as the new Saints E.P. The stand out track isBIackie, 
which chugs along powerfully and features the 
superb vocals of Dick Dago. The other two songs are 
Liquidator which almost qualifies for the description 
of boogie-woogie rock and We Sell Soul which is like a 
aoss between Gary Numan and Leonard Cohen, but 
remarkably doesn't sound depressing. Watch out for 
this, it’s the package with an Italian flag on the front.
Jo Jo Zepand the Falcons’ ‘All I Wanna Do’ is the 
catchiest thing I’ve heard all week. At first the 
chunl^ piano melody reminded me of Costello, but 
after a few playings the comparison becomes 
redundant. Costello and Carfiilleri are both multi­
stylists — the difference is that the Falcons have 
stronger musical roots than the Attractions. This 
isn’t even a Camilleri song, it’s written by two gen­
tlemen called Lilley and Cook and was brought over 
from the U.K. by producer Pete Solley. Wilbur Wilde’s 
keyboards are the real key to the song. They carry 
the melody beautifully and notch up another plus in 
the Falcons’ already impressive array of talents. 
Flipside, ‘Too Hot To Touch’ is a calypso beat offering 
with irrepressibly bubbly sax and female backing 
chorus. Both choons are as catchy as the plague.
‘No Secrets’ by the Angels (CBS) is the first non- 
Brewster brothers songs that the heavyweights have 
released as a single for a long long time. But 
drummer Graham Bidstrup and singer Doc Neeson 
retain the high standard of the Winged Wonders; 
Like all Angels songs, this is designed to be played 
loud and if you don’t find yourself jumping round the 
room while playing it check your legs for breakages. 
Flip, ‘Staring Voices (From The Dark Room)’ has 
keyboards and an oddly familiar chord progression.
And yet another single lifted from a forthcoming 
album. Mental As Anything with ‘Come Around /  DC 
10’ (Regular). Martin Plaza, who takes lead vocals on 
‘Come Around’ always seems to have this edge of 
quiet desperation in his voice when he sings. Maybe 
he’s worrying whether the rest of the band are going 
to keep it together behind him. He shouldn’t really 
worry cos although the Mentals are often un­
derstated they are never less than effective. Never a 
band to batter you round the lughole, ‘Come Around’ 
is distinctive and insistent and should be a hit. 
‘DCIO’ is strange and wonderful — almost Bonzo. 
Listen and laugh.
the m oiikees
b e l i e v e r b e t t e r  last tram to oldrke$rviUe ̂ a litite bit me, a bttte
Replicas. ‘Wastelands’ (Aust. indie). A bit flat and 
pretty lame generally. To say Replicas lack direction 
would be kind. Sorry, boys.
33South. ‘Mr. President’ (Polydor). Has last year’s 
disco beat but apart from that the lyrics are quite 
intriguing and the arrangement has definitely got 
something This isa Melbourne outfit I believe, and if 
so I look forward to a live performance very soon. 
Passable, very passable. (They even look weird.)
The flip, ‘Boys Talk’, is a list of girls names who 
have graced the labels of a hundred pieces of vinyl. 
Indulgent (but I forgive him).
‘People’ from Mi-Sex. You’ve all heard it  Im­
peccable playing and production. Dynamics, check; 
harmonies, check; futuristic lyrics, check; a 
h it.. .check.
Magazine.‘Thank You’ (Virgin). He-e-ey! Funk-y-y! 
Magazine always have such GREAT bass riffs & this 
is no exception. Lotsa space between the in­
struments, rhythmic drums, dabbling organ/synth. 
Devoto’s vocals — strong, anguished, mocking — run 
the full gamut of expression. Magazine are true post 
industrial romantics.
The Hounds are an Adelaide pub band. They’ve 
done their own single called ‘Little Darling’. It hasn’t 
got computerised mixing and the sound is a bit 
murky compared to most of these other mass 
produced artifacts. But the song is quite catchy, 
spritely paced, choppy guitar. A commendable debut.
Blondie. ‘Call Me’ (Chrysalis). There seems to be a 
new bloody Blondie single every week these days. 
They’re all bloody good too. Blondie really have a lot 
going for them in the ‘market place’. A good 
looking/good sounding female singer, superb 
drummer, excellent keyboardist & pretty reasonable 
guitarista And don’t forget Mike Chapman or Giorgio 
Moroder (the king of the Euro-disco mix) who 
produced this.
REST OF THE WORLD It’s all there. Just like a supermarket. No sweat.
Dave Edmunds. ‘Singing The Blues’ (Swansong). 
The Dr. Who of rock sets the Tardis for 1956 and his 
aim is definitely true. The old Guy Mitchell classic 
(ask your parents if they remember) exhumed, 
dusted off & give a rock’n’roll blood transfusion. And, 
by god, he pulls it off. Hats off to a maestro.
Wreckless Eric ‘A Popsong/Recon nez Cherie’ 
(Stiff). ‘Reconnez Cherie’ is a classic example of how 
the Brits write the best humourous pop songs in the 
world. It contains the worst and most impassioned 
French lyrics ever committed to vinyl and is a total 
joy. And that’s just the B-side! On the ‘A’ — ‘A 
Popsong’, Wreckless recounts the sory tale of how
his record company wants an American hit single & 
they’ve decided Eric’s their boy. Oh, Stiff — you 
wicked taskmasters. Eric’s bin riting popsongs for 
ages— it’s not ’is fault that most people ave got cloth 
ears.
The Cure (Stunn). Critical darlings of the UK 
press, the Cure have their first Aust. single out on 
the new Stunn label. The sound is sparse and the 
effect low kdy at first, but definitely grows. New 
musick meets the big beat
Monkees. Tm  A Believer’ / ‘Daydream 
•Believer’ / ‘A Little Bit Me’—‘Last Train To 
Clarksville’. (Arista). Four classic tracks for all you 
people (I was one) who considered the Monkees too 
teenybop back then. (Well they were then, weren’t 
they?) Sound great now. Ain’t prejudice wonderful?
B A  Robertson ‘Kool in the Kaftan’ (WEA). 
There’s always a place in my heart fo r absolutely 
trash pop— pop without pretensions. At the moment 
BA occupies that place. ‘Kink’ is a delightful piece of 
neo-hippie pisstaking. "Love and peace, man’’ in­
deed. The world needs people who have their heads 
firmly in the sand — he even tells you to go out and 
buy T. Rex!
Stiff Little Fingers, ‘^it The Edge’ (Crysalis^. Fast. 
Faster. Fastest. The aural equivalent df am­
phetamine sulphate. Wears off after a while.
Sue Sad & The Next. ‘Gimme Love’ /^ irh m e  Pain’ 
(WEA). Sounds like an American Wdst , ^ s t  band 
trying to ride a wave. Wipe Out.
Queen. ‘Save Me’ (WEA). Ah this is better! No 
more of that rockabilly shit. A true schmaltzy, pseudo 
tenderbpening building to expected guitar theatrics. 
Bang, crash, yawn yawn. Freddie — give up.
Jon & Vangelis. ‘I Hear You Now’ (Polydor). Jon & 
Van — don’t  make singles.
‘Chaplin & Harlow’ (Mercury). 
Lightweight, despit
Ross Ryan. 9f
l fe the use of heavy names in the 
title. Tony Sldv l̂ch’s keyboards prevent a total 
but only just.disaster
Boomtown Rats. ‘Surface Down Under’ (Mercury). 
A tour promo E.P. with three bona fide hits (‘Looking 
After No 1’, ‘LikeClockwork’ and ‘RatTrap’ ) and one 
doubtful, ‘Diamond Smiles’. If they’d put ‘She’s So 
Modern’ on there you could have had the definitive 
lost Rats singles package. Still, if you’re just getting 
Ratty, rat up to your local Rat bar and get some Rats. 
Rat?
The Who. ‘5.15’ /T m  One’ (Polydor). Six years 
after the album comes...the movie! And three 
months after the movie comes...the single! The 
world moves in strange ways, but The Who go on. 
Great songs, best appreciated on the original album.
Jim Capaidi. ‘Shoe Shine’ (Polydor). If ol’ Jim had 
any imagination he could he dangerous. Fodder for 
the masses (U.S. variety).
Genesis. ‘Turn It On Again’ (Charisma). Peter 
Gabriel. ‘Games Without Frontiers’ (Charisma). The 
difference between these two is that Genesis have 
adopted the ‘safe’ approach, sound & fury signifying 
nothing while Gabriel has imagination and vision. 
Genesis is more appealing on the surface but there’s 
no depth.. lock the mind into a steady groove and 
plough it in. Gabriel is strange, unpredictable, 
hypnotic, compelling It’s interesting that Gabriel had 
a U.K. hit with this 45 while Genesis -has a hit 
album...
-Donald Robertson
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